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INSIDE

CBITD Approves Rate Increase

In the News

Monthly rates increase 9 percent on Peaks; 7 percent down-the-bay

Two House Fires on
Peaks Island
Two homa were destroyed
byfire within a mo11th. In the
aftermath the families try to

BYKEVlNATTRA

A rate hike was approved at an

,_,,7___ _
t,

,

E xecutive Committee meeting

March 26, based on a projected
shortfall of $271.900 for fiscal
year 2009. In severa l_pu blic
hearings held by the Budget
retO"llt.'r.
and Rate Structure committees
Page 4.
in February and March, board
members wrestled with various
options to offset expenses or
PILP Criticized over
increase revcnuet?ut ultimate.Iv
Wind Testing Decision decided their 001y choice was to
raise ticket prices.
PILP President Garry
Among the criticisms heard
Fox explai11J its decisio11 to
d ur illg the h ea ri ngs were
nix a meteorologic tQWer 011
inaccuracies in the financial
conservatio11 land.
rep orts that formed the basis
o f the rate h ike, uncerta inty
Page 18
over salary increases while
union contract negotiations Loc,1 NBC affiliate Channel 6 sent a news team to cover the public
Earth Day Celebration were going on (they were still hearing held by CBITD's Finance Committee on Wednesday,
o n-goi ng as of press time) Feb. 25. Public comment focused on inaccuracies in the company
April 25 Details on page 22 and a controversial S200,000 financial re~rts and argued for cutting shore..side ex~nses co avoid
slush fund that was arbitrarily increasing tic:ket prices.
,ra.ffpl,oto
added to the budget as a
FAIR WARNING:
reasonable sum to use against
happens, we had no money in
an accumulated debt that to P.•Y its bills," he said. "It's a any of the previous budgets to
This is the April Fools
problem
with
your
kids
and
has reached aeproximately
your grand kids and allyone fix that."
edition
$600,000 as of tliis year.
Several feople questioned
"$200,000 is bcmg put into coming down the pike in being the
loi;ic o putting any money
left
with
something
that
they're
this budget so that we don't end
at
all
in a slush fund during an
struggling
with."
Getting Ready for
ue mortgaging our future as it
But accordin.z to board economic crisis, whi1c others
relates
to
tlie
debt
service,"
said
Lobster on Peaks Island
it was an unfair burden
board Treasurer Bill Overlock member l\latt Hoffner, t he said
to put on island residents who
Ptte Mayo builds 1/tw traps at
money
wou
Id
be
used
as
an
a public hearing in February.
to g,t readyjor another seas1m, "It's llOt a problem in term< of emer,gency cash reserve. ·Jf a struggle to get by as it is.
Board member Frank Peretti
but skyrocluting co.<ts and new Casco Bay Lines not being able boat l<>Ses an engine," he said, i.if said,
"I think our em phasis
something completely unusual

regulatiom arefiming many
peop_le out ofthe bpsi11ess
altogetber.
Back page.

PEAT wind test stalls over location
BYKEVINATTRA

In the Arts

On Wednesday, Feb. 11, the

MacVanc Center was packed

with people who came to hear
a presentation bv Peaks Island
Envi ronmental'Action Team
Sn,dio Walls at the
member Sam Saltonsta ll o n
Space gallery
using wind energy to generate
Jamie Hogan looks at walls electricity on Peaks Island. He
as art i11 a show byfour island said climate change, taxation
that promotes fossiffuel energy,
artists at Space Gallery.
and
potential income to the
Page 14
island motivated him to research
wind energy.
He said the first step would be
Crossing the Blue Line to study available wind energy!
The Badge vs. the/et1 - a
and to do that a meteorolog_ica
pmentatio11 oforigmal poetry tower would have to be instilled
somewhere on the is land,
by members ofthe Portland
preferably where there were no
Police Department.
houses. The foo!J)rint of a test
Pag,15
tower is about S'J,000 square
feet roughly half an acre.
With setback requirements, he
1-- - - - - - - - - - - 1 thought the best location would
be inTrott-Littlejohn Park.
In mid-February, a team of
scientists from Unity College
A
and other environmenta l
J-\.
organizations came out to study
the island and came across the
V-1WJI observation towers.
P rofessor Mick
p.6 Associate
Letters
Vvomersley, who heads Unity's
YOGA
7 wind energy program, thought
they wouTd be perfec t. A
Love of Peaks
relatively short 30 meter tower
p.9 could be extended from the top
PIES
one of them, and the need for
The Puzzle
p.10 of
a large piece of land would he
p.11 elimmated.
Star Gazing
It apyeared to be a done deal
Finania! Tides
p. 17 until
Saltonstall, almost as an
Community Notcsp. 21 afterthought, ran the idea by
board members of the Peaks
Island Land Preserve, who are

REGULAR
FE 'TURES
P·

p.8

should be on cutting costs and
controlling those expenses," a
J>OSition tnat board members
Dan Doane Patrick Flynn and
Dave Crowfe)' seemed to agree
with - all four voted agamst
the proposed budget and the
associated rate increase.
But according to board
President Donna Rockett
the committees had explored
every cost-cutting measure
available before arriving
at the budget. In Februa ry
the Operattons Committee
acquiesced to overwhelming
eublic comment and voted
clown two proposed schedule
changes that could have saved
the District an estimated
$36,00 0. Afterwards board
members and staff seemed to
feel there was no alternative left
other than raising ticket prices.
The new prices take effect
May 1, but a rc expec ted to
decrease Sept.I wlien a new
fuel contract goes into effect
which will lower the price of
diesel fuel by almost SJ .00.
According to information
provided at t he March 26
meeting, summer ticket prices
for adults will be $8.20 forPeaks
Island, S8.70 Little Diamond,
S9.35 Great D iamond, SI0.50
Diamond Cove and Lo11g
Island, Sll.55 Chebeague, and
$12.05 Cliff- increases of from
5 percent to 9 percent.

stewards of the prope~ty
under a n easement with
the city.
Bu t in carh March,
after consulting with its
lawyer~ over restrictions
i n the easement,
PILP board members
elected not to allow the
meteorological rower to
be put up, a nd the wind
power in,tiative stalled.
According to PJLP
President Carry Fox, the
easement on the property
prohibits any type of
structure from be ing
erected, and said that
members of the board Associate Professor Mick Wo,nersley
were in favor of the wind from Un.i ty College on top of a WWJJ
project, but regr~ttably observation tower Tuesday, Feb.17.
had no choice JO the
pl,oto by Snm S.lionstall
matter.
He added that rhcre
but Saltonstall believes PEAT
is a proviso that permits
a temporary structure to be won't have to pay the $2,000
erected fo r up to 90 days; filing fee that's usually required.
however, it can only he done Instead he sa_ys, "'We will now
once, and therefore, was be looking_ for City Council
inappropriate for this use. Wind support ol wind test ing on
speed data must be recorded Peaks, which wiJ[ hopefully
conti nuously for one to two come in the form of a height
years in order to determ ine if exemgtion for a wind test ing
there is sufficient wind energy tower.
In its regular meeting_lllarch
to justify a wind turbine project.
As a result of PILP's occision, 26, the Peaks Island Council
PEAT will fall back on t he unanimously apP,roved a
origl!lal plan to locate a tower resolution in favor of the wind
in -Trott-Littlejo h n Park, tests a nd formally asked the
occording to project spokesman Portland City Council to
Sam Saltonstall. "There are no support the p~cct as well.
At the meettng the PIC a lso
conservation easements on this
citv-owned land," he said in fi nished authorizing ways to
spend the SS0,000 discrctionaty
emails last month.
T h e project will require a fu nd it has been g iven by the
zoning variance due to a height City Manager's office for
restriction on t he proper ty, two years now. After mollths

of research a nd discussion,
councilors authorized S12,000
to fund a non-P,rofit taxi service
for Peaks lslana.
"I expect [the City Council] to
vote on creating a taxi ordinance
to make it more attractive to
have a taxi business on the
islandb" said City Councilor
Kevin onoghue.
Back in September rhe PIC
authorized $5,000 to subsidize
50 percent of p rivate students'
vear-round boat passes, and in
January it authorized another
$13,000 to fund summer passes
for all middle and high school
students on the city islands.
This ?.larch the PIC s_pcnt
the bulk of the remaining funds
on $3,300 in additional private
student passes to fill a gap in
service, and SIS 350 in vouchers
for residents of Great Diamond,
Cliffand Peaks Island.
In other news, Public Services
and police want cars to queue
straight up \ ¥elch Street instead
of turning on Island Ave., but
the P'! blic has mixed feelings
about 1t.

Bikes that stay too long in the
racks down from and in town
may get yanked. Councilors
were talking about having the
~ lice cut locl<s to remove them.
Councilor Donoghue said 1
"0 ne reason you see'bikes pile<t
up on either side of the ferry is
tnat it's prohibitively expensive
to transport them.'' Bike tickets
currentTy cost $29 per month.
"Casco Bay Line rate structure
doesn 't work for work ing
peoP.le" Donoghue added. "\Ne
neea to look at s hifting the
balance in favor of commuters.•
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ZhuDi
After coming across a highly accurate
map of the new world dating to 1421
in a University_of Minnesota library,
retired British Navy commander Gav,n
Menzies began researching the history
of world exploration and discovered that
apJ>.arently the Chinese had navigated
ancl accurately charted the cntfre world
at least 70 years before Columbus sailed
for America.
I n 2002, Menzies wrote a 552-page
book about his findings, called •g2f'.
It is a compelling argument, but he's so
dogmatic you start to wondtr if, in the
next page, he' going__to tell you how the
Chinese discovered Casco Bay_
His premise is based on historical
records and accounts of ea rly Chi nese
navigatio n, their k nowled&e of
astronomy, the sa iling capabiliues of
their sh_iPs, and the existence of several
earl)' hth century maps which show
the Americas, Australia, and A ntarctica

drawn with an accuracy oflatitude and
longitude that western cartoi;raphers
were not capable of at the ume, nor
would be for another 300years.
Menzies also cites fmdings of Chinese
artifacts t hroughout the world, the
distribution of Chinese plant and
animal species, contemporary accounts
of pre-existing C hinese cultu re when
Europeans first made their voyages, and
other facts. An extensive bibliography is
included.
In 1352 an uprising by the Chinese
J>.eople began against Mongol
i:lcpredations that hadbeen ongoing since
theirconquestby Kublai Khan,grandson
of the great Ge1ii!his Khan, in l279. The
fighting lasted j5 years and marked the
end of the MongolYuang dynasty. It was
the beginn ing of the Ming dynasty in
C hi na.
\.Vhen the last of the Mongols were
driven out of the country, Chi nese
e.mp_eror Zhou Di (1360 - 1424) initiated
a reformation in his country to rebuild it
as a center of world culture. He b~ n by
expanding the imperial fleet at Nanjing,
acfding 1,681 more to an already vast
number of treasu re sh ips, merchant
vessels and warships. H e relocated the
capitol to Beijing, and rebuilt it into
the Forbidden C1ty, a fortress complex
1,500 times the s ize of London at he
time, with fifty times the p_opulation.
He also repaired the Great \.Vall, adding
watchtowers and turrets, and extending

it another 870 miles.
More significantly, "in the first year
of his reign he resto red t he nightly
practice ofrecording the stars," in order
to increase the accuracy of navigation
and chartin,g. "His aim was to ensure
that Beijings great observatory was the
reference J)Oint from which the entire
world would be explored and charted,
and all new discoveries located- in short,
the center of the universe•.
The wealth of the M ing dynasty at the
time was enormous. To rnaugurate the
ncwcity in 1421, Z hou Di threw a lavish
ceremony attended by 26,000 people
who feasted on a 10-course banquet
served on the finest porcelain, and were
carried back to their homes in a hundred
ships with a complement 0£30,000 men.
In comparison, the Engj_ish King
Hen ry V's wedding to -Catherine
of Valois around the same time was
attended by 600 guests who ate salted
cod on bread plates. When Henry went
to war later that year, his army crossed
the English Channel in four fishing
boats tliat could only ferry 100 men at a
time, and had to sail m daylight.
Menzies theory begins here, with an
expedition that Zhou D i launched in
1421 of huge diplomatic flagships 480
long and 180 feet wide that contained
hunareds of envoys and their families.
In early March 1421, these leviathans
formed up with a fleet of merch ant
vessels and warships and sailed away on
a mission to explore the world, find new
sources of trade and expand the Chinese
empire. The envoys would settle new
lani:ls and establish satellite colonies that
would pay annual tribute C hina.
But when the fleet came straggling
back to China 2½ years later, Fiaving
lost man.r. ships and hundreds of people
to sea or m settlements at various places
throughout the world, it was to a new
and unrecognizable nation, one t hat
scorned its very existence and eventually
obliterated all records of its travels.
While the expedition was away,
a number of catastrophes had occurred
back home that s hoo k Zhou Di
personally, and led to the ~id demise
of his re,gn as emperor. The first of
these occurred only months after the
fleet set sail, a freak lightening storm
that ap~ rently sent fireballs down the
Impemil Way ofBeiAog. It destroyed the
imperial palace in a fire that "seemed as

• BuildlngSuppUes
• Asphalt/ concrcrecrucks

• UlilitieslweD drilling
• Gravel.stone
( t'llfr.il Offi,:t (NM>t l,;()J ...~Jq • ( 0 1 !!U~! !t,t, Kf" • Po1t1,111d <IH11l1'1 ( ,1111 RrtA,.fan O"Rtirfl ! !U"'1Jn~t(i
t m.ail 11t;in,11 u mukoJi•I lDIII • \HH\ 1J.ind1r,m--.1)0rto.lo,m

is the actual fate of the huge fleet that
sailed away in March 1421.
One of.Menzies' most vociferous critics
is Victor Prescott who writes articles
for t he site: www. 142J~rpoud.com.
He says Menzies knows noihing about
sailing or ocean currents, cartography

and other specialized sciences that he
claims prove that the Chinese sailed and
charted the world. Menzies fires back at:
www'.gavinmenzi~s.nd .

Unfortunately, as they throw down
•'proofs" and argue against each other,

Menzies and Prescott eventually start
sounding li ke they both belong in t he
Oprah book club.

The Pi.ti Reis 1nap, which Menzies claims shows
that the Chinese discovered South Americ,i.

"1421" ~ Gavin Menzies; William Morrow pub.;
2002; ISBN 0-06-053763-9
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Peaks Island CERT
looking for new
members
BY KEVIN ATTTlA

When members of the Peaks Island
Community Emergency Response Team
responded to a fire on Upper A Street
in early March, Chris Hoppin noticed
that they were all over 65 years old and
decided the organization needed some

A standard CERT emergency kit arrayed
for display includes hara bat, fla.,hlight,
various hand tools, first aid kit, AM/FM
radio and water.
pl,oto by}trry Garmau

younger blood, o nes who could more
easily perform some of the strenuous
tasks involved. He hastilv put out a call
for volunteers to attend the monthly
CERT meeting on March 16, but was
disappointed when no new people
showed up.
The CERT program on Peak:s Tsland
was created in 2007 by the Portland
Fire D epartment under the direction
of Captain David Jackson a nd is
funded th rougji the tJS Department
of Homeland-Security. According to
CERT member Albert Bleau, its goals
are to educate t he community about
emergency response through articles and
outreach efforts, and to have a disaster
response svstem in place to handle a n
island-wide emergency, which rriight
include anything from a house fire to a
terrorist attack.
The organization has an average
of 15 members, many of whom were
volunteers from the start, and who are
all trained in first aid and emergency
resP<!nse procedures. Personnel from the
fire department also attend the monthly
meetings at the Community Center
on the ih ird Monday of each month to
provide on-going traming.
Once a yea r CERT conducts a drill
for an island·wide emergency, such as an
imagined explosion at ihe public works
facility that was enacted in 2007. The
d rills involve some play acting but mainly
give CERT memoers valuable practice
responding to a large scale disaster and
the opportunity to work out the kinks
in its emergcn~y response _procedures.
Practice paid offduring the Patriot's Day
stomi when CERT was able to quick!)'.
organize food and shelter for victims of
thestonn.
One of CERT's most important
accomplishments has been to compile
a list of emergency resources, wliich
includes the names of about 100 people
on t he island w ith med ical training,
as well as social workers, carpenters,
electricians, heavy equipment operators
and others who have volunteered their
services in the event of an emergency.
The list also includes the locations
of islanders with chainsaws, power
generators, ladders, and essentially "all
the assets we coula find", said member
Gerald Gamian. "People who are willing
to help."
He said that because the island is an

isolated community, the residents need
to be self-reliant to a greater degree than
communities on the mainland (according
to Bleau, Peaks Island was chosen for that
very reason). T he philosophy of CERT is
that communities arc essentially on their
own, and in a widespread disaster they
have 01il)' each other to rely on.
"Thin k about where you're living

now," Sai<l Garman. "If power goes out,
where are the candles? \'v'here are the
flashlights> Some people are completely
helpless," he added. "They probably
struggle with 911."
At the :t\farch 16 meeting, Caroline
Harden, a fire fighter and trained
medical tech11ician with the Portland
Fire DeP.artment1 came out to review
new Cl'R proceaures with the team.
Using an apparatus like a faeemask
with a breatlimg tube for administering
artificial respiration, members were able
to practice on two training dummies
Harden brought with her.
According to Harden, CPR is rarely
needed in emergencies - she uses it rnay~e
four times a year - but it's important tor
the members of Peaks Island's CERT
to have the skill. When her team gets an
emergency call indicating_ that someone
on tlic isfand will need-CPR, she said
"We're going like this [holds her head
in despair] because it's so Jong to get out
here."
CERT has identified tl\!ee emerge_ocy
shelters on Peaks Island - the Mac:Vane
Communitv Center, the Children's
\'v'ork,hop,' and the Senior Center hccause tlier. all have power generators.
CERT would like to get generators at
the Brackett church ana tlie elementary
school so they can be included as
seconda.ry shelters.
To become a CERT member, simply
come to the regular meetings, held on
the third Monday of each month at the
MacVane Community Center. You can
also call Al Bleau (0007), Jerry C arman
(5054) or Chris Hoppin (2593) for
turther information.

HomestartUpdate
BYMARYTERRY

In mid March, when MIT re leased
a study1 commissioned by T he M aine
Afforaable H ousing Coalition,
H omestart was anxious to compare data
with thei r Peaks Island H ousing Needs
Assessment which was conducted the
previous December through a grant
from the Peaks lsland Fund.l3oth point
to an aging population and discrepancy
befWeen income growth and the median
price ofa home.
T h e Planni n~ Decisions Inc.
assessment report indicates affordability
is critical to Peaks Island residents a ncl
that an island household earning t he
median income can no longer affora the
median_priccd island home. Also like
the MIT stud)_'. our report indicates the
median age ofislanders has increased
slightly over the past eight years. The
complete text of tlie Planning Decisions
Housing Needs Assessment Report
is available on the JIOM ESTJ\RT
webpage at: http:/lp,aksislandhomestart.
org711,ws/ 11etds_ass,ss,nent.pdf A
pnnted cop_y is available for review m the
HOM ESTA RT reference book located
in the Peaks Island Library.
The raw data has already and will be
used in future to test assumptions about
housing needs and solutions. As an
example, it has shifted our impression
that young families are the most
housing stressed group to considering
strategies to allow order residents to
age here. Certainly, the many 0!)enendcd comments reinforce the neea for
consistently updated public information
and a mindful process for public a nd
organizational decision-making.
Currently, 21 respondents indicated a
need for either a rental or sale alternative
to their present homes. Our first task
has been identifying these individuals
and building an application and review
plmt1<tlIOMES'fAR'r,pageS
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Fires destroy two homes on Peaks Island
BY KEVIN A TTRA

Elt:c.tri.c.ian PauJ Erico d.isconnecred electrical power

to the Davis house before firefighters poured water

into it.

image by Rick Coro11

Mome.ots lacer, flame erupted f.rorn the rear window

when firefighters broke out windows on the front •nd
sides. A jet of water is S<'en bla..ting out from the back
(left) as they begin working from inside to e,ctinguish
the flames, which were putoutwitbin minutes.
imogt by Rick C4ron

All that remains of the home on Upper A Street is the foundation, and a charred
flight ofstairs leading onto what w... an outdoor deck. The inset shows the house a.s
it was before the fire. The deck bad beeo recently rebuilt by island carpenter Macey
Orme.

mffphoto
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Casco Bay Lines
BY CHRIS HOPPIN

Difficult economic times led to
considerable discussion during the past
few months about ways to reduce costs
to operate Casco Bar. Lines a nd save
islanders money. The Casco Bay Island
Transit District (CBITD) must operate
as a break even enterprise, so S5 million
worth of revenues and expenses must
balance each year.
This column was written March 24,
before final decisions on revenues and
costs were determined
'1Y the elected CBITD ~
Board. However, it may
be helpful for readers ~-Yi
to sec the process that • .._ ""IJ
led to the result of new '_ ~ -

I

'

gallon when thcy weot spiraling upwards
fast year left us paying too mucli when
prices dropped unexpectedly. As a result!
the board felt the SO cent per ticket fue
surcharge must continue until Sept.
1, 2009, when a new, lower fuel pnce
contract takes effect.
Reduci ng costs to avoid increasing
ticke t prices led to considerable
discussions of options or alternative
plans to reduce the number of ferry triJ>S
throughout the year. However, each
time tlic staff suggested cost saving cuis
in service, the boa rd listened to public
objections and denied the proposals.
Afso, U.S. Coast Guard rules limit the
number of passen_gers that can be carried
on each of the ferries, so there is real

~licies.
The balance between
l
revenues and expenses ~
~
leads to a strong
~
catch-22 situation f
- ,.: _
~
whenever prices for .;.,.~ ~ . ( _ . , .
tickets, vcliicles and ~
freight are considered. The dilemma is '-~
straightforward: if
the CBITD lowers
rates in an area like
passenger tickets, it
must make up the CBITD General Manager Catherine Debo during the
difference in another, Rate Structure Committe hearing Wednesday, Feb. 25.
like vehicles and freight To her right is Committee Chair Chris H oppin; at left is
charges. Robbing Peter former board President Jim Phipps.
to pay Paul simply
staffpl,oto
does not work. Prus,
the seasonalitv of travel also affects concern that some popular summer trips
the business. Year round a nd seasonal might lead to stranded passengers if the
residentsJ>lus day ~ippers and tourists all number of trips was reduced.
see the effects of pncmg.
Staffing is another area that received
O ne com mon misconception is that a lot of attention during the process.
we could attempt to make P.riccs less for CBITD has 38 full-time employees
year round residents than those paid by augmented by four dozen part-t ime
visitors. This is done in effect by using workers during the busy summer season.
winter rares that arc lower than sum.mer The full timers include six senior captains
rates, and other differences such as more and 17 deckhands on the water side. Six
attractive monthly and annual passes (1perations agents, three maintenance and
are also beini,, explored. However, since five administrative staff J>lus a halftime
CB ITD receives $464,400 in Federal bookkeeper work in the terminal.
funds, S228,700 io Maine State funds Virtually all of the employees pull double
and a rural grant of $185,000, it is duty by performing more than one task.
required to charge all passengers the
E"veryone recognizes that the ferries
same rates. The one exception is with are the lifelines to the islands. Their
seniorcitiuns, who must re-eeive at Jeast a co ntinued success d epends o n a
50 percent d iscount by_federal rcgu lation. combi nation of revenue and expenses
A II agree CBITD wou ld -benefit that balance. CBJTD continues to look
from more state fund ing; however, for other revenue sources, includ ing
some people express concern that state- a possible intermodal tra nsportation
sponsored ferries in northern Maine have center and parking g arage. Most of
much less frequent service than Casco the country's other transit districts use
Bay Lines.
parking_ revenues to offset their ticket
Severa l islanders are exploring some prices. That option is worth pursuing.
meth ods to gain more funding from the
City of Portland and the towns of Long
Island and Chebeague. One prol_>5!sal is a
Metro-Casco card, a photo ideniification
card fo r residents and taxpayers t hat
could lead 10 a specific, transactionbased ticket discount that would be paid
directly to the ferry and the bus Ii nes by
the municipalities.
Furt hermore, the seasonality of
CBITD's operation s leads to an
imbalance through out the yea r.
Obviously, more passengers and revenue
and ex_penses during summer months
a rc offset by fewer p_assengers and less
revenue dunng the offseason. As a result,
CBITD musfborrow funds each spring
to pay its bills. T he District operates at
a loss until the summer travelers return.
Borrowing against the rolling debt has
averaged as much as $600,000 in past
years. T he board of d irectors votecl in
January to reduce those loans and their
costly debt interest by $200,000 per year
over the next three years.
At the same time, the board asked staff
to cut expenses and to suggest ways to
reduce costs. They identified $75,000 in
reduced costs in a range of other savings,
including better telephones and lower
rates for credit card charges. They also
have continued 2008 fuel conservation
practices that have led to considerable
savings in fuel.
However, rhe universal decision to lock
in fuel prices at a fixed rate of $3.61 per
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process to qualify them for a Homestart
home as soon as something appropriate
is available. If you, the reaoer, are one of
those people please call or write Mary
Terry, Casco Bay Island Fellow, at 2212507 or marykterry@gmail.com for a
co11fidential application.
We are also fortunate to have an
internship project in place w ith Laura
Wurtz wn o has been holding and is
seeking more interviews with the 30sometning community who were less
able to return the original survey.
The _purchase and sale agreement
for 36 Luther Street has lapsea with no
further plans for activity at this time.
A t 18 Luther Street, we are eleased to
have provided additional maintenance
and w interization to the house through
a HomePort Program grant. Fu rtlier
development of some nature for the
property is an ongoing financial
requirement for Homestart 111 order for it
to continue as an affordable residence.
On Pleasant Street, we have completed
a surve)'. and septic study readr.ing the
parcel fo r consideration by Greater
Portland Habitat for Human ity who
is interested in an island presence. The
I labitat model involves not just future
owners but an active full community
J>roccss and they are anxious to begin
that dialog here. We are particu larly
interested in ma1chi11_g their newer g reen
building options for Peaks.
1f you arc interested in applying
for an affordable rental or ownership
QPportunity, please call or write Mary
Terry, Casco Bay Island Fellow, at 2212507 or marykterrr.@gmai l.co111 for an
application which has been developed
with criteria used by the State of Maine
and sister island er organizations.
Following confidential review by a
committee outside the Homcstart Board,
qualifying families and individuals
will be placed on a wait list for the first
appropriate home as it becomes available.

T he board next mee ts April 21, 7
11m in the Fay Garman Semor Center
Community Room with Steve Bohon,
Executive Director of H abitat for
Humanity of Greater Portland.

Secession movement
tabled for now
BY l<EVlN ATTRA
Soon after meeting with a groui1
of Peaks Island residents interesteil
in revisiting the island independence
movement, t hree islanders met with
members of the new state legislature
in Augusta to discuss their clianccs of
scced rng from Portland. According
to Russ -Edwards, an organizer of the
effort, he went with island" residenrs Judy
Piawlock and Frank Peretti to a meeting
with State Re('resenrative Peter Stuckey,
Senator Tustin A Ifond and Speaker
Hannah Pingree in January, where they
were told new legislation was being
discouraged due to financial constraints
caused liy the current economic crisis
and that as a practical matter there woula1
have to be a "significant change" from
last year before they would introduce a
new secession bill.
"But you're what's different," he said he
told them.
Given the lukewa rm reception by
the legislators, as well as advice from
members of the Peaks Island Counci l
who feel the PIC should be given more
time to resolve some of the conflicts
the island has with the city, the effort
was tabled. "Unless something drastic
happens in our favor, that's what [the
group) has decided to do." He said they
will keep an eye on things and see if,
in a couple of years, the independence
movement should be revived.

April Specials
Save 20% off

Fresh Cheeses
Mix and Matclt Olive Oil

262Commercial Street
207-775-7560

Cases of6, 20% OFF

www.BroumeTrading.com

I 0% Tuesdays

Open Mon- San1rday I0:00 lo 6:30

Show your Casco Bay Lines
pass or tickets and receive I 0%
off your purchase!
(Not combined with other o ffers)

Locally owned

A culinary oasis
in the big box world.

Call ahead, we will have
your order ready to pick up
in time for the boat!

20% off
selected Cellar Wines!

Wine Tasting
Thursday 4/30/09
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Island Views
Community Letters
TH AN!( YOU

Dear Casco Bay Lines

Samantha and I will never
be able to express how much
the island supeort has made
this whol,e.,, awful experience
bearable. vvc never had to feel
sorry for what happened. We
were constantly surrounded by
gi:nerosity and kindness.
There was a time when we
weren't sure ifwe could stay on
the island, but this experience
has made up our minds that we
have to stay.
I want to be a part of th is
community that 1s so giving.
I want Samantha to grow up
remembering and experienc¥1g
more generous moments like
these.
T h ank you Peaks Islanders.
We will be eternally grateful.
We'd like to give special thanks
to some__people close to our
hearts: K-athr, Newell, Ellen
Houston & Dave Dawson,
M arcy Alves, Chris &Michelle
Alves, Lisa & Becky L_ynch,
Officer Les Smitli., Peaks
Island volunteer responders, the
Portland Fire Department, the
Flynn boys,1-,Diana Ricciotti, the
Cockeyecl uull, Bob Hanni_gan,
Bob & Cla ir Dahl T he
Children's WorkshoP. Maine
Bank & Trust, the Brackett
Church, and the whole Peaks
Island community and anyone
we may have missed. Thank you
so muc!"i for your support and
generosity.
Leslie Davis & Samantha F1ynn
Peaks Island

•

•

•

•

•

Open Letter to Peaks
Islanders from PITA-EA
Peaks Island T ax Assistance
began a prog_ram in J an uarx
2008 to assist-homeowners ana
renters with energy bills. The
program continues to help with
energy costs. As_part of our
process we offer an Ene® Audit
and Weatheriz.ation P'iogram
to help reduce the amount of
energy used and perhaps reduce
energy bills. Energy l\ssistance
has set aside funds to _provide
this service. The one tfiing we
all know is that we can save on
our energy bills by doing some
simple weatherization. 1f this
is an area where you need help,
please fill out an application
which can be found on the
bulletin board of the Peaks
Island Library. We hope to offer
new a new program this summer
for weatherization. Watch for
our news.
Cynthia Pedlikin
Peaks Island Tax Assistance Energy Assistance

I am writing to protest your
banning ofRaaio Flyer w~ons
from use on your ferries. There
is a small, shall we say, noncorporateenclave on Peal<slsland
who, historically, have pulled
their children and groceries in
these much maligned, rolling,
Rockwellesque aTfairs. Radio
Flyers haven t critically injured
anyone y~t, unless, perhaps, !t's
someones sense of aesthetics
which have been imperiled.
Must everyone be the same?
I thought this country was based
on dissent, difference; but no:
we've all got to have the same
embarrassing girlycarts destined
for early ol:isolescence, replete
with wimpy wheels and cra12py
wire. One wonders if Casco Bay
Lines has been lobbied by the
(l!'.irlv) cart companr..
"Wliile I do not dispute your
inalienable r ight to gouge the
tourists, one would tninlc you'd
ma_ke an _effort to keep the
natives native.
Than ks for your prompt
attention to this matter.
Pamela Tedford
Peaks Island

Response From Casco
Bay Lines
As/resident of the C BITD
boar , I believe I can respond to
the letter disagreeing with the
new personal cart regulations.
Un fortu n ately, even though
some families have used Rad1o
Flyer wagons on t he C BITD
ferries without incident1 many
people have overloaded t hese
wagons and caused concerns
about safety. Personal cart
regulation has been discussed by
bot h riders and crew members
for a number of years, with the
major concerns being safety and,
particularly in the busy summer
season, the safe storage of carts
on the boats durin_g passag~ to
the various islands. We have
recently seen an increase in
very large carts t hat are bigger
than the freight carts used-by
CBITD. It was time to finally
address this issue. Thus the new
personal cart regulations.
Thank r.ou for expressing your
opinion, but I believe we have
put fair regu lations in place
which are in the best interest
of riders and CBITD crew
members.
Donna Rockett
President CBITD Board of
Directors

A Notice from
HOMESTART
We want to thank David
Waskiewicz for setting up and
maintaining the Homesrart website.
He's now ready to move on and we're
looking for a new webmaster. Do we
have any volunteers?

•
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Trash talk
Weekend visitors, landlords,
and realtors, it's time to assure
that your properties each have
a covered trash barrel for use by
renters. Please be sure that your
posted information includes a
request t hat renters not place
blue bags out on the curbsidebags sliould be put into the
covered cans. Too often, renters
are placing bags on the street
when they1eave on Saturday or
Sunday, giving animals access
to tear the bags open and strew
trash around~ It's not fair to
neighbors to have to pick UJ)
trasn generated by renters ana
wcckenders. Thanks! Lynne
Richard for the Pubic Services
Committee of the PIC.
The Peaks Island Council
congratulates June Bergh for
rece1vi!_)g the very f irst PI C
Island Heroes Award. At the
March PIC meeting, lune was
recogni7,ed for her year-long after
school program, which serves
more t han 30 island elementary
school students. June organizes
and implements learning
activit ies each week which are
fun, educational, and which take
advantage of the talents of island
res idents. Ju ne's energy and
vision have filled a neea in an
Island way~ and our community
is enhanced as a result.
The P I C wi l l accept
nominations for f u ture
awards- an eas_y to complete
nomi nation form can be
fou nd on our website; www.
peaksislandcouncil.info.
Tentative: ( The sign is ordered
and I need to make sure it will be
delivered by this date)
Community Center renaming
ceremony.
On Sat u rday
morning, April 11, at 9 am,
a new sign will be placed to
designate the Community
Center in Doug Mac Vanes
honor. Friends and family are
invited for an "unveiling" and a
brief reception.
Lynne Richard
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Proof Reader • RD Wingfield
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of our days. Mu ltitasking· the high
art of parents everywhere · has
become the norm for most of us. How
often do you sit still and talk on the
phone without doing something else
A yogic perspective on health at the same time? When was the last
time you sat_quiet ly ~o eat a m_eal
and simple living
without reading, talking, hstenmg
to the radio or watching TV? Have
BY REBECCA JOHANNA STEPHANS
you stopped recently to watch the
steam curl out of the kettle after
Rebeccaj ohtmna St~pham ttaches weekly pouring a cup of tea? These are all
y_oga classes and pri<Jat, yoga /mom 011 simple ways to bring a moment of
-P,aksl ,land. Youmaydimtyourtommcnts, peace and reflection into your day.
inquiries, or column idtas to 766-3 017 or
Until I learned about pausmg to
rjsyoga@gwi.net.
integrate one experience before
movmg on to the next, I used to
A few years ago in late March, I catapult myself through overwas scheduled to guide a meditative scheduled days always anticipating
1
walk for Portland Trails. The night the next activity
and rarely bemg
before the walk we had one of those fully present for the one in which
late spring s nowfalls which left I was currently engaged. In fact, I
a lovely blanket of about a foot was in such a hurry, I usually left my
of heavy, wet snow even a s the yoga class early because I couldn t
pussy willows were beginning to bear to lie still for 7 minutes and
blossom. A hardy group showed relax!
up for the walk and we hiked to a
One primary drawback of
small clearing where we stopped to neglecting to pause and settle
introduce ourselves and do some between activities is that we
yoga stretches.
carry the energy of the previous
As part of her introduction, one experience on to the next one, where
woman stated with great certainty it may be quite i l\appr?priate. _On
that she could not med i tate, but the yoga mat we practice movmg
was there for the yoga and walking. from posture flows to stillness
I asked her if she was able to notice and back, refining t he abilitr to
that she was breathing, and she said transition smoothly and to fee for
yes. Then I as ked her if she knew habitual holding patterns that may
how to pay attention to something otherwise stay engaged beyond
that caught her interest, and again their natural usefulness.
s he answered in the affirmat ive. I
When I started this proces s, the
delivered the happy news that if she first step for me was simply to be
could do those two things, she could able to tolerate a few moments of
indeed meditate. She beamed as if I doing nothing. To mygreat surprise,
had just given her a wonderful prize. just creating small gaps throughout
Yoi:a practice is essentially a the day enhanced the satisfaction I
moving meditation. It is not so much felt in my work and play. Eventually,
about accomplishing something, I started doing less and enjoying 1t
but about moving and breathing and much more.
listening. In other column s, I nave
As it turned out, learni ng to relax
mentioned that we first practice on and change the rhyt hm _ol' ~\y day
the yoga mat t o establish a baseline was just the very beg1 nnrng of
of mindful ness and proficiency, and reaping the ben~f1ts of the paus_e.
then take thos e s kills off the mat Over time, the richness present m
to our daily activities. One of these those empty moments became a
s kills is the ability to pause, to bring
compe ll ing invitation in
,
itself to stop, breathe, listen
and feel. I began to value
the paus es as much as the
activities in between the
pauses! And then I learned a
wonderful secret. There is a
wealth of vital information,
wisdom, healing and
entertainment available in
bringing a s ingle-pointed
focus to the moment you
are currently experiencingeven if that moment involves
doing nothing.
In the course of a typical
day, most of us receive
a constant barrage of
external stimuli. I wonder
if that is why we tend to turn
to external sources for both
advice and entertainment.
When you face a challenge,
try qmeting the noise and
distraction enough to hold a
question lightly and you may
be surprised at the insights
that become available to
you. And for entertainment,
.
I can practica lly guarantee
If you don't _have an empty _wall m your home, that s itting with your own
considergem_ngndofsomething.
.
mind for io minutes or so
pliotoby]anu,Hogan is surely as moving, scary,
awarenesstothebreath,andtofeel.
foreign , humorous, and
This may sound incredibly simple, bizarre as any film you could find in
and in fact, it is! If only we actually the various categories atVideoport.
remember to do it and then follow
If you decide to focus on the
through. In this threshold time pause, at first there is no need to
between winter and spring, I invite set aside special practice time, as
you to explore with me the simple we are frequently presented wi t h
elegance ofa pause.
involuntary interrupts throughout
Our culture and lifesty le theday.Thedelaymaybeass1mple
encourage,andoftenrequirethatwe as waiting in line at the grocery
race through the myriad activities store or at a series of red lights, or

YOGAFORLIFE
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as complex as a snafu at
work or family logistics.
When you choose to take
thoughtful advantage of the
pause, these interruptions
become opportunities for
creative response rather
than obstacles that raise
your blood pressure and
elicit a reaction you may
regret later.
I will give you an example.
In my walk from the ferry
termmal to the yoga studio,
I used to always cross High
Street at Pleasant Street,
where there is a crosswa Ik
but no traffic light.
Without fail. I stood at that
intersection for a very long
time waiting for a break in
the traffic so that I could
cross. One day, I noticed that
even though my experience
was exactly the same every
time -no car ever stopped to
let me cross · my reactions
varied.
Some days, l waited Thisiswberewelive!
cheerfully, watching with
plwto byJamie Hoga"
curiosity the steady parade
Another is to place one or both
of commuters rushing off to work. hands on your belly below the navel
Some days I became quite angry and count slowly as you breathe in
at their speed and selfis hness. and out. As you cultivate the pause,
And some days , I spiraled into you will find yourself responding
utter despair, interpreting the with clarity, kindness. and humor
drivers' lack of consideration as to the very s ituations that us ed to
a commentary on the decline of make your blood boi I.
decency in the entire human race!
Living on an island offers a
In that moment of rea li zation, I plethora ofopportunities to practice
understood that my mind state was creative pausing. Riding the ferry
not dependent on my circumstances. requires that we wait to get on and
but was an internal affair t hat off the boat. Rather than elbowing
I could regulate. I also realized your neighbor ou t of t he way, use
that instead of taking the drivers' that time to take a few conscious
behavior personally, 1 could use that breaths and feel. Inevitably, we
moment as a barometer of sorts, to venture outdoors· even if it's only
checkinandnotice how I was feeling from the parking lot to the boat
that day. When I found myself angry and from the docl( to the garage.
or despairing, I would breathe ana Un less the deck hands are hauling
pray to create an interna l shift. in the ramp, pause and look up at
In yoga teachings, this type of the sky, check the tide, notice if the
awakening marks the cessation of bay is choppy or s m_ooth, feel the
self-induced suffering and opens air on your face, notice someth1!lg
the door to genuine contentment.
unique about the day. Even a brief
I imagine you have had s imilar interlude of attention invites you to
experiences, where the exact sa_me be present in the moment you are
behavior from your spouse, child , experiencing and takes you deep
boss, or cat wi ll amuse you one into an exploration of your own
day and infuriate you the next. internal balance.
The beauty of the pause is that it
As spring emerges and the days
allows us to take stock of these warm up, please got? your favor!te
internal states and make a skillful beautiful spot on the island and give
and intelligent choice about how to yourself the gift of an intentional
respond, rather than react in ways moment of stillness to breathe,
that may be hurtful or di srespectful. listen and feel. Rather than offering
Folk wisdom tells us that when we yoga postures with this column, l'.m
feel ourselves beginningto escalate, leaving you with a few of my favorite
it would be wise to leave the room places to pause on Pea ks Island.
andcounttoten. The challenge
is to feel the very beginning of
that wave of emotion before it
takes over.
The breath is a good place
to start, because we breathe
all day in various ways,
depending what's going on
with in us and around us.
Our breath is an ever present
opportunity to chec k in
with how we are doing, and
when necessary, adjust ou r
energy, mood, or mind state
with conscious breathing
techniques. As stress mounts,
breath mg becomes rapid and
shallow, the heart speeds up,
and muscles tend to clench.
As soon as you become aware
of these physical indicators,
stop and place your feet flat
on the floor for grounding.
One simple technique to
reverse the stress response
is to take a big breath in and
let it out with a sigh, perhaps Tre.e.s are wonderfu l witnesses of our soul
simultaneously ltftmg and journeys"· Jamie Hogan
then relaxing your shoulders.
plwtoby]ami, Hogan

Rebecca Johanna Stephans, Kripalu Certified Yoga Teacher since 1994, has 21 years experience in the healing arts.
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For the love ofPeaks!
a nything. W e bid blind, and we
l,1y awak:e all night. T hen this one
(!· red) came up with an idea. We're
going to bid S150 more! And we
gQ! ifbyjust $150!
·1·he f,irst t)iing everyone ~ays i_s,
oh, you re so isolated. l':very hour Ill
the morning and every hour in the
:i,fternoon, fhe ferry is no P,roblem.
f, nd it's ~md of cozy at nildit, wpen
1t docsn t run anymore.-lt s Just
me and
island! T hi last toot,
when th~'re leaving. like that
feeling! t at secure feeline;. We
had sat e so much and had been
to so many islands, it was kind of
a semi-dream. Not Qnly coming
back to Maine, but l had islani.l
on the mind. I was really keen on
Frenchb9rp, probably more so
than Fred. was trying so hard to
be P.ractical. There ,ire sixty-five
families. And ifyou don't get along
with one of the sixty five, you're
hurtin'. So I J hsw.gnt about that
long and har . Tne sailing trips
hacr been wonderful. 'rhey had
warmlr. accepted us. My dacl was
from Machias and n1y cousin still
lives in Joni;sboro and grew up and
Lived next door to the woman who
runs the deli there .Qn the island.
So we'd come in oft the boat and
they'd already have the chit and
the_y'd write everyt hing down
and we'd pay them at the end of
the week. lt was a very war.q1 and
acceptinl!: feeling. Byt It rould have
been p~oolemattc. Theres one ferry
a weel<l As we're getting older, you
know that couli.1 be a real issue
with health issues and things like
that. Here, we have the Best of
two worlds, truly. We have all that
Portland has to offer, everything
from medical to art to music, ancl
food, restaurants like you wouldn't
believe, j ust everyth ing. And the
other t:n11lj1; was our kids. It's much
easier for fuem to get here than it
would have been tncre.

commute. That says a lot.
T hev're reallY, cwmitted
to th~ school. The first
year 1 was here, before I
started watching_ Mathias,
I volunteered at The school.
And I was ve~impressed,
with t h_e a titude in
general. T he ids alwaY,s
seemed )iappy and rciliixeo.
Every smgre class. There
just didn't seem to be some;
of the tension I've noticed
in some other schools.
Granted, now that we
MVe~r dear president
u~ush who's done th is
No
ild Left 'Behind",
a lot o teachers are being
pressured in to teaching for
tl:~ts and things like fhat.
We had a bunch of kids
come over tQ our house,
a bunc h of first graders,
spend some time in O\lr
kitchen_watching our birds,
our bird-feeders rn our bad.<
Y\\fd~ The; i~land is such a
g,tt tor children.

mx

BY FRAN HOUSTON
AS TOLD TO RHONDA B ERG

Fred and Margaret
Bragdon
Fred: I fell in love with her
because she lived near the ocean!
Malll:aret: I grew UP, near Cape
Cod. 'rhat's wliat Frea is referring
tQ. When he fust met me, I knew
all about sailboats and the ocean.
He was quite intrigued ... not with
me, but with that!
Marga ret & Fred: So this
woman, who was the wife of
g\1y I worked with for )l'.ears,
onnie Dinsmore, she said, Why
~on't vofo concentrate on Peaks
Island?" he put together a couple
of trips or us. She showed us all
these place;;. ,Jlnd she knew all the
shortcuts. We walked the island,
and she left the house we bought
til last because she knew ... and
we're comine; up the street. Just as
we pass D_icl<, and El\ieJ' , we l9ok
ancf say, thats the km of thing
we're looking for! She said, "Thats
the oni; we'c~J?:oing to go in." We
walked in. We saw the s~aLrway,
and we said, "We want it. That's
it! Then we were rie;ht on the edge
with it. It was a b11nl<:-o"Yoed thing,
and we had to bio on it. We had no
chance to have an inspection or

MUD SEASON
NEWS
Public Works launches
knee high to a pot hole
program
Due to heavy rains and street
flooding_ this year, the Public
\,Vorks Department is askin_g
families who want to earn a little
extra cash to rent their small
children out on Wednesday,
April li to help road crews locate
pot ho es that need filling. To
q ualify, children must stana less
than 18 inches high and be able
to swim.

Bio-fuel from mold
Training will begin Friday,
April l(f, for owners of a
new device called the Germ
Press, which converts fungus
into super-concentrated 010fuel. It is the brainchild of
British mathematician, John
Fortgorges, who calculated a

Marg;iret: The boat ride in and
of itse1t is very, very special. I'm
not the sort of person who would
go up, to a stranger ;i.nd introdµce
myseU but there is somethmg
about the boat that means you can
talk with r.eople1you can see how
th~y're doine;. Jv_e learned Jl)ore
tlungs about l<mtttng,,.l?:rcat things
like That. People say, Oh, whatJ!te
you doing? I dq if this way!' We
made some awtully good friends
tl,i.at way. Maybe pe9ple who ride
city buses ... but lm not even
sure that works, beS&use that's a
selc;cti_ye audience. This is every
body! tvcrrbody who wants to get
on or off die island has to ride tliat
boat . I like it much better in the
winter when I see the faces I kn.Qw.
Summer can .e;et annoyin2:! Get
out of my way! I t's my island!'

Mar_garet: One of th!,. reasons
we lil<ed t he idea of Peaks so
much, when we initially started
looking, is it is an eclectic bunch
of people, l\nd very much our kind
of people. There are a lot of very
Liberal people, a lot of vcrx artistic
pepple, th1,ngs that we hk~. T}1e
thmg thats 'hard for me 1s lve
seen some ~eople move off the
island, partially because of money,
that I would have liked to see stay.
1 ~eally get ups<;t watchin!! houss:s,
with P,eoole like Pat C'roy, tor
example. Those houses go to_just
summer people who ;ue 1ust fiere
for fWO weelcs. T hat hurts a lot. I
don t know how to change that as
long as Portland has the mcrediblc
tax set-up they have.

Ha"' you liwd on Pea/isfar a long time?
Do you h,we a Pea/is Jsla11d story to t,/I of
Fred: SQ.11Jet imes, when I'm mttnorie.< from childhood or that illustraus
reading to Mathias, someqne will why you 1ove living htrt? Plea,e email or
;w.pear and sit with us and listen. call Fran Houston. She has already heard
Tfiat happens a lot! Whe~ else Jame gr;_eal stories and sht w ants to hear
would you ever get that? That's y_ours: fran_houston@hotmail.com, or call
766.2}86.
what makes it unique.

:t-'1argaret: [About the school]
It s very spcc1al, maybe because
it's so small. They're able to treaf
each child as an individual. And
think maybe they also have some
unique teachers. T hey have a
real commitment. They have to

over the surface of the ramp by The water, wh ich is slightly
an elect ric pump powered with radioactive, apparen_tJy comes
a wind nubme located at the top from somewhere near W iscasset,
and has boosted the sale of
of the jump.
City officials said, "Where are Geiger counte rs throughout
Maine.
you going with this, Kevin?"
S k iers wear ,....;;------~ a specially
WIN KELM
designed back
pacl<.
that
r eeds water
over the skis
keeping them
wet; however,
a
r ece n t
controversy
arose over
the use of
heavy water to
inc rease skier's
momentum.

method to convert mildew into
convenient sized pellets based
o n the Fibonocci Sequence
that w ill burn for up to eig ht
hours depe nding o n h o w
gullible you are. According to
the manufacturer, the pellets
work in any heating system that
uses solid tuel, a ncf aiso make a
delicious tea.

Mud jump planned to
extend ski season
Plans are underway to extend
the skiing season well into
sr,ri~ with a 230 foot ski jump
off Ifattery Steele that uses a
proprietary slurry of mud to
create a slick skiing surface. The
mud slurry is fed continuously
New Construction

photo by Fran Ho,mon

Renovation

John Kiely
Carpenter
591 Island Avenue Peaks Island , ME 04108
(207} 766-2026

Jkiely1@maine.rr.com
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Peaks Island Experiences
(P.

I.

E.

The Chicken or the
Egg?
B Y J ERRY GARMAN

-.
After much local lobbxing and
support from grouP.S such as the
Mame Permaculture Meetup Group,
Pass the Peeps and Cuftivating
Community, the Po rtland City
Council passed an ordinance on
Feb. 18 permitting residents to raise
chickens. The arguments for self
reliance, fresh eggs, food security,
P.CtS and energy saving ruled tlie
clay. Unknowingly the council also
resolved one of man's long-standing
conundrums - which came firs t
the chic ken or the egg? They said
overwhelmingly it was ffie permit.
The ordinance allqwi ownership
of six hens (no roosters), requires
chicken P!!rmits and COOP. building
permits, defines the location of the
coop, and controls the (egg_and other)
output from ch ickens.-n only 100
Pea1's Island households become
chicken farmers their 600 chickens
could produce 180,000 eggs per
year, or 41 dozen per day. Smee the
eggs cannot be sold and the hens
cannot be slaughtered, a whole series
of unintentional consequences will
occur, especially on the island, some
goodJ .s?i:ne bad. Here are just a few
poss1oiht1es:
T he Peaks Island Council,
anti<;1pating P!Oblell)s1 quickly cr~tes
the C.:ommumty Ch1CKen Comnuttee
(CCC) which is charged with
validating permits, raking an annual
chick~n census, expo~i~g illegal egg
sales mvest1ganng missing cli1ckens,
and locating ancr destrqym_g fertile
c;ggs. Appointments to tlie CCC are
for eight years (the average life sQan
of a cliick:en). Consequence: GOUD
and BAD.
City of Portland revenues increase
from new chicken and bu ilding
~rmit fees. GOOD.
Set back requirements :y,plied to the
island's small lots may find chicken
coops on 12orches or even inside
houses. BAD.
Hannigan's Market experiences
a radical arop in egg sales. Bobby is
forced to buy in hall-case guantities
and raise his egg prices. BAD.
He senses a marketing
Oj)portunity and stocks chicken
wire, chicken feed, water
dispensers, 20 gallon barrels and
em_pty egg cartons. Sales increase.
GOOD.
More chicken feed is shipped
over on the boat than wood
)lCUets. CBITD revenues increase.
GOOD.
One hundred new locations for
chicken feed dispersion attract
vermin . Rats, vo1es, moles and
mice relocate on the island. BAD.
Feral cats concentrate on vermin

S)

population allowin_g song bird
pgpulation to grow. G<JOD.
Ticks on aeer mice are eaten
by hungry hens. Lyme disease is
eradicated. GOOD.
Islanders buy "red earlobe" chickens
which produce only brown eggs. No
w~itc ~Jli. availalilc for £aster egg
dy1!!J!:. JrfUJ
1:!:'gl!;S become it ems for barter.
PeoRre carrying §i_gns "Will work for
eggs" ap()Car on Welsh Street. Lawn
mowing is done for five dozen eggs
and snow plowing for 10 doun eggs.
GOOD.
Excess egl(s are offered free on
ootdoor stanas. GOOD.
Two egg thrift shops established.
GOOD.
Crows and seagulls forego blue
plastic trash bags and g_r_eedily
consume free eggs. P ublic Works 1s
pleased. GOOD~
Ornithological groups nock to
Peaks to see rare new species of
golden- beaked crows and seagulls.
Restaurant sales increase. GOOD.
Red foxes migrate to Peaks from
nearby islands m direct proportion
to the number of chicken coops builL
BAD.
Emergency 911 caUs about missing
chickens increase (aU chickens Ionic
the same). BAD.
The island's sewer treatment P.lant
experiences large chemical. swings
as some chicken waste gets mto tile
sewer system. BAD.
One hundred families use nitrogenrich waste to fertilize vegetable
gardens. GOOD.
Island gardens produce over 20,000
zucchinis each summer. BAD.
TEI A, the Fifth Maine and the
American Legion Auxiliary each
eroduce fundra1sing cookbool<s titled
365 New Egg Recipes". GOOD.
Islanders tt re of oquiche dishes.
BAD.
Cholesterol levels of islanders
increase. BAD.
Math _proficiency in the 4th and
5th gracfes improves as the children
quicldy learn how to solve egg
problems like this one: 1f 6 hens can
lay 6 eggs in 6 days, how many dozen
c;ggs can 100 hens lay in a leap year?

by Palmer

pl~i113 Hide-tii~c:I-Seel(. ii\ fv"!exii::o,
1i~M_j y,ic\<s fi\ b~~ spot
·--

KtRK GOODHUE

A LYCE A. BAUERLE

Jill KEEFE

DEB HANNA

LAURIE WILDES

GOOD.

New chicken jokes arise:
Two hens walk into the Pub on
Peaks Island and order an eggnog.
The bartender s~ys he cannot serve
them since they <fon'r have a chicken
pc;rrnit. GOOD.
vVhat do you call a non-egg-laying
hen? Dinner. BETTER.
Moral problems mav also arise.
How long do you keep feeding a
nonperforming hen? Since you
cannot slaughter chickens how do
you account for them when they're
missing? Also, can you rent a rooster?
What 1s the shelflife of a free egg?
With the chicken ord inance
apparently_gcncrating more GOOD
than BALT conseguences it looks
like the Portland City Council will
not have cy;g on its face but there are
rumors ofan additional ordinance to
~rmit one cow per household. Bobby
Hannigan was heard to say, "There
goes the dairy market!"

PEAKS ISLAND

•

207.766.5966

PORTLAND

•

207.775.7253

LONG ISLAND

•

207.232.0758

WWW . PORTISLAND . COM

AUTO & GOLF CART REPAIRS
CARPENTRY
FREIGHT DELIVERY
TOWING ON AND OFF ISLAND
PROPERTY CARETAKING

207.41 5.4925
anything@callp,ulbridges.<om
Online Work Order / Quote Request at
www.caltpaulbridges.com

CALL PAUL
Coll m~. I ~n do anything.
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Paying the Piper~by Anna Tierney

DOWN
1. 66 Across, for example
2.
Vietnam phenomenon
ACROSS
3. Provide crossword clues?
4. Venuefor30Across
1. World-famous beach
5. 30 Across absentee, 2009
6. Can be toxic
6.
Hay fever does
11. Car loads, for short
7.
Break
14. Moneyinlraq
8. Fiend ofsorts
15. Root
9.
Painful contraction
16. Paperpromise
10.
Diez me nos siete
17.
E"van
of The
11. City in Sr.ain
Lemonheads ----12. Famous chopper(first name
18. ~priJ pastime
oi!)y)
20..Hrstborn
13.
taster, for example
22. Dealt with shingles
19.
Color
23. Kind of horn
21. Logical preceder
25. Cleverer
23.
Tr-"""T' Baker Charlie
28. D~ in Peter Pan
1
24.
l\.ina ofshar1e
29. BA, formerly
26. Toyce Carol Oates heroine
30. Rite ofspring
31.
Found in Third World
32. Pancake
countries
34 Tom or Vi my
33.
Deserve
35. Tewell from Peaks
37.
Lod~g
place
36. "'Nabokov novel
38.
Curtain
raiser
39.
volente
40. Food market in Naples
40. Used by ta.xi drivers
41. Bread
43. Bridge event
42. Yard or gaff
45. Doctor's writing
43.
Church supp<;>rt
47. Heralded by ice out
44. Known for what they lost
52. Speck
46. .......,.._ Mayo
53. Smell
47. Bad haircut dude!
54. Instrument
48.
She became a swallow (Greek
55. State, briefly
56. Icing favorite
49.m~th)
acob's wife
58. You put someone in it
50.
oman's name
60. Often part of18 Across
51.
Baseball
stat
63. Blood vessel
66. How many flew over the 57. Stirs, flaps
59. Ten penny, for example
cuckoo's nest?
61. Pulp Fiction actor
67. Resident ofMuscat
62. Headlon~flight
68. My bad, e.g.
64. High roe lull
69. Pa or flan follower
65. _ Lowe , American poet
70. Gregor the beetle
71. Cleaver's one-time cell mate
wi,.,w.J,a nnaro rd. com

SOLUTION TO LAST MONTI-I'S PUZZLE
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create a
mas-terpiece
i11 yovr kitchen

Star Gazing

H igh in the sky to the north is the
Big DiP.per, its cup upside down,
an<! itsnandle starting the "arc to
"April is the cruelest month," Arcturus," the red SUP.er-giant star
BY MIKE RICHARDS
wrote T.S. Eliot in 1922, ubreeding that is the fulcrum olkite-shaped
lilacs out of the dead land, mixin.~ Bootes the Herdsman.
memory and desire, stirring dun
THE ALMANAC
roots with sprin_g_ _rain." Right
after "The Great War" {we know
April 1 - Sunrise is at 6:23 a.m.
it now as World War I J, it must
have seemed so, and now it's tax, and sunset is at 7:07 p.m., giving_
time. But as the Sun has _passed us 12 hours and 44 minutes ol
north of the equator, A_priris also sunlight, but that will increase to
the kindest month., adding a little 14 hours and 6 minutes by month's
more sunlight each day, warming end. No fooling!
the vast nort h ern land mass,
AP,ril 2 - First-quarter Moon
encouraging the brave crocuses to
is nigh at sunset, pulling tides
rise and bloom.
high at sunrise and sunset. High
tide precedes the Moon's zemth
THE P LANETS
by aoout an hour, as Earth's spin
For months Venus has pulls the water bulge about 1,000
dominated the skr.line high over miles eastward. That bulge in turn
the mainland at dusk, but now she's pulls the Moon forward" slightly,
fallen between Sun and Earth and mcreasing its _!peed and thus its
will pop up in the early morning distance from E"arth, which grows
low out over the ocean, a waxrng about three inches per year.
crescent for early risers witli
April 6-That yellow dot near the
telescopes. Jupiter joins Venus
rising earlr. in the east, but the gas waxing gibbous Moon is Saturn.
giant is still a few months from Its rings are nearly edge-on to
optimal viewing. Mars hides just Earth, so it's not as bright as it can
below Venus, small and dim now, be, but its big moon Titan (one of
but growing over time. Looking to the moons bigger than Mercury)
the southeast, Saturn sits beTow casts a shadow on its cloud-top~
starting_ at 1:22 a.m. on. April ~ j
Leo the Lion.
In the evening, Mer cury jumps and at !2:22 a.m. on April 29.
up above the western horizon and
A_pril 9 - Full "Fish" Moon rises
can be seen with binoculars when
the skr, is clear. I t is the smallest at 7:49 p.m., liithting the way for
planet (smaller than some planets' those on the 8:1'5 boaf home.
moons) in our solar system and the
April 10 - For those on the early
closest to the Sun, so it's visible to
us for only a few minutes before boat to town, a near!)' full Moon
dawn or after duskA when Earth's sets over the city at 6:06 a.m.
horizon blocks the ::.un. Its surface
April 17 , Last-quarter Moon is
is essentially devoid of atmosphere
Illustration byJamie Hogan (except what the Sun can blast out high at sunrise, but apogee (away
of the rocky surface), so in daytime from Earth) was yesterday, so you
there a big sun glares out of a black mar notice that it's smaller6 as
sky, roast,n_g its sunny side to 800° you d expect of something 21, 00
miles further away than it was
F and freezrng its rear to -300° F the biggest temperature swing in a couP,le of weeks a5to. With the
our solar system, (Venus is hotter, Moon's magnetic pull decr eased
but its clouds hold and spr ead the (and counter-acted by the Sun,
heat more evenly.) "What are the at quarter-angles), neap tide this
roots that dutch, what branches month occurs toniil;ht, with only
grow out of this stony rubbish~" 5.4 feet between nigh and low
Eliot asks. On MerCIJ!"Y, the answer tides.
is none -it is "The Waste Land"
DINING SERIES
AP,ril 19 - That's Jupiter next to
materialized.
Composed mostly of heavy the fat crescent Moon in the east
metals, Mercury is unusually before dawn this morning
dense, and its orbital period is a
AP.ril 22 , I might set the alarm
short 59 days. The planet rotates
for,.
a.m. today and_go back shore:
three
times
every
two
orbits,
and
The Inn On Peaks Island and Executive
each orbit is h1_ghly eccentric: the Lyrid Meteor ~nower _peaks
Chef Christion Gordon proudly present
the Sun is 21 minion miles away early this morning, witli one
at
perihelion and 32 million meteor about every tliree minutes.
"-"¼'.i>"··"<t~"'...,e lost of four signature events from the
miles at aphelion - a 50 _percent At around 5 a.m. Venus (and
increase. By contrast, Earth's fainter Mars) are bdow and to the
succesful 2009 Island Dining Series.
left of the waning crescent Moon
orbital eccentricity is minimal a mere 5 percent now, t houSth that iust above the horizon. Folks
increases over thousands oT years ·turther west get to see the crescent
Friday APR 10, 6pm
as the other planets line up to pull Moon occult \pass in front of) the
it more out of round. As a result crescent Venus.
Brewer's Best Beer Dinner
of Mercur y's eccentricity, some of
The perfect night for beer loven. Eni<>Y a
April 24 - New Moon means no
its Earthly apparitions are better
go\mlel meal prepared by Chef Gordon.
than others, and this month's is moonlight to ruin the contrast
the best this year, so sneak a peek for astronomers seeking faint
with each coorse pertectly pored with an
while you can, especiallr, during !!alaxies, nebulae and star-dusters.
Tonight's best for finding the
award winning selection of Shipyard's finest
April vacation when it's brightest.
Beehive Cluster in Cancer.
beM. lt's Me to be o night of good friends
THESTARS
delicious food. and geat beet.
April 26 - If it's dear and you're
The great winter constellation down front around 8:15 p.m., look
Orion the H unter is now in the WNW over town-a thin crescent
western sky in early evenin_g_, Moon sitsjust above Pleiades (starA5 a special fhook you. guests will receive
but is followed faitbfolly by toe duster), and below them is elusive
bright Dog Star Sirius, low in Mercury.
o $10 Inn on Peolcs Island gift certificate.
t he southwest. T~e Gemini twins
April 27 - T{te Moon's at perigee
are standing nearly upright now,
with the small-dog star Procyon (dose to Earth) at 1 a.m. tomorrow1
to their left. Directlr. over head so it's pulling tides higher anct
is the dim constellation Cancer lower, with lZ:l feet between histh
the Crab, and at its head is the and low tides. The lowest tide tliis
Tickets: $45 each Call for tickets: 207-523-5111
Beehive star cluster, definitely month is this morning at 7:15 a.m.,
Or find out more al: www.innonp ea ks.com
worth a look with binoculars. Next so let's hope the ferry doesn't 9:et
to t h e left is Leo the Lion, the big stuck while trying to leave Peaks
reverse outlining his majestic Island, loaded witli schoolchildren
Tit 1,-.. ~ !'&Us [SI.A.SD
h ead. Later in die evening, low fresh from ~pril vacation. Eliot
33 ls,.~,o All:.'tt!E
say, "H urry up pl ease. I t's
in the south east, you may notice ~ould
11
voDKA
ffl ,Ut,;o,spf.US..(011
~pica, the left hand of V1rgo the t1me!
Virgin, dim bur full of gafaxies.

April 2009 Sky
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Art in the Q:arden
BY CHRISTINE ~CDUFFY

Tired of this wi nter cold? Ho t
off t he press comes "The l nspi red
Garden", a new book by Long Island
writer, Judy Paolini, to set you r
gardening thoughts on sizzle. \Ve
know all gardeners are arri~ts in their
hearts - certain ly island gardeners
are - and Judy has interviewed 24 of
New England's fi nest to find t hose
elements which inspfre bot h their
work and their gardens.
Tt started when Nance Trueworthy
was asked by Down East Books,
which had already produced several
collections of her lush Maine
photography, to come up with a fresh
garden book. 'ancc called her friend,
colleague; and traveling buddy, Judy
Paolini, who thought up a theme
of artists' gardens . What better
excuse for some very interesting field
trips' With Judy doing the layout
and design work they put together
a proposal using photos of Portland
artist Annette Kearney's garden for
the first chapter. Down East loved it,
but they wanted more text.
Judy and Nance began a search
to identify the professiona I artists
and their ga rdens who would meet

JUDY PAOLINI

their high srnndards for both artistic
and horticu ltural merit. Visits were
scheduled, with Nance raking photos
while Judy interviewed the artists.
With Judy's probing questions
the artists were able to draw links
between their gardens and t heir
an, which thcy themselves first
recognized only as these convcn;ations
evolved. When the writing began,

NANCE T RUEWORTH

Judy says her desk was layered high
with her notes, Nance's photographs,
transcriptions of the interviews, and
lots ofgardening resource books.
Now is not the season ro visit
gardens, but mark your calendar for a
tour of the Coastal Maine Botanical
Gardens in Boothbay this spring,
because all 24 artists fcat\lfed in "The
Inspired Garden" will be showcased.

Installations of their work wil l range
from detailed realistic portraits of
flowers to sculpted interpretations
of feral seeds, to an insrnllation
piece that highlights nearly-extinct
hei rloom plants. The show will
include paintings, prints, sculpture,
pot tery, ph otography, collage,
glasswork and conceptual art, and
will be held in the Visitor Center and
Central Gardens, open daily from
9am to 5pm. Admission is included
with t he entrance fee to the Coastal
Maine Botanical Garden.
The show runs from April 1 to
May 31, but the best time to go will
be Sat urday, April 18, for a full
afternoon celebration with the artists,
who will talk about their work and
sign books from 1pm to 3pm followed
by a gala reception. No admission fee
is required foe those who wish to enjoy
the talks and reception.
In the meant ime indulge yourself
and cu rl up by the wood stove w ith
your seed catalogues and "The
Inspired Garden" to imagine your
landscape as a blank canvas waiting
to be transformed into your personal
paradise. The book is available at
you r favorite local bookstore, through
Down East Books, or onli ne at sires
such as Amazon.com .

From the FIFTH MAINE
Buildings as Artifacts
BY KIM MACISAAC

-

A commu nity's buildings
or man-made str uct ures are
the most visible clues to its
past. Peaks Island is blessed

with a wealth of old structures
(most arc· 100 years old or
more) representrng a variety
of archifectural stxles. The
most curious of t hese are
the concrete structures built
py__th.e .1r9vernment du ri ng
WW ll. -rhese structures he~p
to document the crucial rofc
of the Peaks Island Military
Reservation during the war.
The towers, batteries and other
structures were constructed of
steel reinforced concrete and
the gun batteries, the plotting
room the mine casemate
and the water reservoir were
also covered with several feet of
earth and planted with shrubs,
grass and trees as camouflage.
The idea was to make t hem
appear to be part of the natural
landscape to ~ny enemy ship or
wane that might venture into
Casco Bay.
Attempts were a lso made
to camouflage other military

structures - a covered porch
was added to the three story
building_ near Wharf Cove in
hopes ol makin,g it look more
lik'.e a cottage {photo at left).
This building served as the mine
command station for the mine
cascmate.
In good Yankee fashion, many
of tnesc concrete strnctures have
been recycled by their postwar ow ners. The three story
tower is now a comfortable
home. Battery C raven and
the mine casemate serve as

foundations for two new homes
photo above right). And the
arges t "artifact" str uctu re
Bat tery Steele, is recog nized
by the Department of the
Interior as an important historic
site with a listing in the National
Register of Historic Places.
So in your travels around the
island, take a moment to really
look at the variety of styles ancl
designs of the buildings where
we live, work, and play.
Each can tell us something
about our community's past.

f

www.pondcovepaint.com

Free Delivery
to the Boat
305 Commercial Ptld ................ 874-0937
Toll Free......... .................... 1-888-541-3815
Email. ........ ........ .... pondcove@netzero.com
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Announcing a special, unadvertised CD rate
Available only to Peaks residents and business owners!
12-Month Term Certificate of Deposit (CD)

O/o
I

Maine Bank & Trust offers you local, full-service
banking with the convenience of "On-Island Service"
in the Lobby of the The Inn on Peaks Island.
We're the first Island Bank Branch in Casco Bay!

APY*

MAINE BANK&TRUST
· a maine bank for maine p eople ·

A division of Peo~ted

~Bank

'Al'WIIRII PfteMtage Yiel:I (APY) -s aotwa.~ as of 3n5/09 and ,s achiwed if file.re~ ss lefl on deposit ooti mUJrity. The minim.Im deposit to open and eam lhe APV is S500,00,
and up to s100,000.oo ""1'f be cepo9i:ied. Pen~lhes mt11 be IMl»$ed so, 6ll"1 v.1thchWal$. Aut.om3~ l'Cnews for another 12-moi11h 111nn at p-eYaling rare ol inlcr(lst.

1ln offe, a av8'at)Ce untl M., 1$lh, 20~. bl1t mtrf be- w#ICSfawn at ""1 time. To QLlll!fy for tne 2.75'1t APY, )"Ck.I rt~ «>en or htwun e:xis.1ing Chec:b'lg ~ n t al ovr Pe.lk.$ llland Braoeh.
Thel'lll'!irrunb3!ancetoopena checll.«tg aocoort is S50.00. fees mayreduee eamngs. This offer,my be WllndrlwnWlfloul DO(lce. 0 2009 Pe,opesu.ted &nc MembetftJIC.
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Studio
Walls
STORY & PHOTOS BY JAMIE HOGAN

"Studio Walls", an exhibit at Space
Callery (www.,pact538.org) in
Port!ancl, exelored the envirQnmcnts
that artists cultivate in which to create.
Given the growing popularity of art
walks and open studios, I'm not alone in

Each collection of the artists' notes,
Scott ret urned from the opening
my fascination towards these incubatory
spaces feathered with personal ephemera. photos, lists, sketches, post-its, postcards, reception on March 6 to face the blank
Artists in the show all v.-ork in f\.'laine in toy,;, clippings, and trilikets form a visible wall in his studio. "I felt nauseous. It was
a variety of clisciplincs, from sculpture trail of triggers. The often mysterious like a missing limb. My equilibrium was
and photography to illustration and process ofn1aking art becomes a little totallythrownoff,"hesaid.
Within a half hour, he began filling the
installation, and include Greta Bank, more transparent, in which artifacts
Melinda Barnes, Amy Stacey Curtis, become visual souveni rs of accumulated emptiness with stray scraps of watercolor
paper, used for blorting his brush
Meggan Could, Friederike Hamann, experiences.
Joe Kievitt, Scott Nash, Patrick O'Rorke Scott decided he needed an actual during painting. Now listening to John
wall to recreate the sou them wall of his Coltrane, he's moved onto a new project.
and Colin Sullivan-Stevens.
As a prolific illustrator more Peaks Island studio, wh ich currently Tbe field of colorfu l splats is becoming
accustomed to ,Publication t han serves as his ''writing wall." He asked the an improvised narrative, a backdrop to
exhibition, Scott Nash took the chance landlord ofh is Portfand office on Union the next creative journey.
Street about any possible demolitions in
"The things surrounding me arc
to re-examine what inspires him.
"This show is making art accessible. the building. Sure enough, a carpenter weights. It's good to purge, examine
Showing process is a cool idea," he said. happily tool< a Saws-All to a wall owned what and why we keep what we do, what
"The curator is the artist in this show, by neighbor, Cyrus Hagge. A 4' by 4' informs our thinkin~ and visualizing.
and it's a credit to Elizabeth [Atterb~, piece, studs and all, was delivered to There is no whole, were all built arouncl
Exhibitions Coordinator at Space] to Space. V\lorking from a photograph, fragments. This show 1501 me to think
come up with the idea. This is not a show Scott arranged a composite that included about that;' said Scott. And also about
about commerce. An art critic can't say 'I rope, an ornate golcl frame, sketches the cutator as artist, akin to a record
don't like his process, or I don't like his ofbirds, postcards, stickers, cartoons, producer, making choices rhat are more
vintage family photos, maps, a
,influences.'"
Frcntb curve, a dried rose, a blue
plastic bird, and a photograph of
Lorraine Hunt Lieberson.
"She became my muse during
a recent project," Scott said. He
listened to the late opera singer
obsessively while wnting "Blue
Jay the Pirate", a novel soon to
be publ ished by Candlewick
Press. "Music is another wall
of inspiration for me; I could
tell you the soundtrack of every
book I've workecl on."
Prior to the opening, the
artists worked side by side
arranging their wall spaces,
finding some surprisi ng N•n cy Gibson Nash's studio wall is an
commonalities among rhei r appreciation ofart history and cultural influences.
collections.
"I'm intrii;ued by what connects interesting in their torali!")'."
I followed this trail of ,deas next door
us," Scott said. "There were at least 3 into
Nancy Gibson Nash's space. As an
Karen Gelardi references up, and any
assemblage
artist, Nancy's a professional
New Yorker cartoon seemed to create a
hoarder.
On
one wall, an antique mirror
cultural reference point for everybody."
frame
that
belonged
to her grandmother
I mentioned that I had the same poster,
ensh
rines
a
collage
of
visual references
Tom Caulcl's Characters for an Epic from art history, distant
culture,,
Tale, in my studio.
holiday
cards,
ornaments,
and
He replied, "Visual prompts are great I noticed the recurring image ofstickers.
hands.
for story-telling. Some peoe}c find a
smell brings up something. For me, a
doodle can conjure all sorts of things.•

p/tasrwS1'Ul)I0 WALLS,pog,J6

Scott Nash's exhibit for St\ldio WaUs.

Diamond Cove redevelopment serves as
basis for potential theme park
1n the wake of the proposed new condominium development at Diamond
Cove, a well-known, national theme park developer is looking to build a small
theme park on the island. "We thinK it will compliment, in spirit at least, the
conversion of public prope~ into _private land," said company spokeswoman
Su ma Ketch. A p_ilot study has 6een proposed with a single amusement
ride, which Ms. Ketch would only say wi n involve golf carts in some way.
"I can assure you that it will be absolutely terrifying," sfic added.

brio
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Crossing the Blue
Line, the Badge vs.
thePen
BY R. W INGFIELD
ARTS & MUSIC CONTRIBUTOR

Thursday March 5 I attended
"Thin Blue Lines", the PQ)_ice
Poetry Reading held in The
Rines Auditorium of the
Portland Public Library on
Congress Street.
Three TV cameras along with
many flashing point-n-fuoots
captured the event at tended by
over 80 people, among_ them the
mayor, fhe mterim police chief,
police personnel in full uniform,
city councilors, local luminaries
from Po_rt~and 's poetrY./~rts
and activis t commun1t1es,
and regular folks like me.
We all signed release forms
a_greeing to apP.ear in any future
aocumentaryv1deo.
T h e noems, written by
police oHicers, detectives! ano
national ly-rccogn ized ocal
poets were Qublished in the
2009 'police Poetry Calendar-now available at Lon_gfellow
Books, USM and SMCC and
other national booksellers-and tell the story of life and
work within the Portland Police
D_wartment.
·1ne P,.olice poetrY. read was one
part ol a mu.ch ~igger project
currently being imRlemented
bY, Arts and Equity Initiative,
a kind of collective started in
2007 in Portland with longreachjng goals of asking but
g_ucst10ns such as: Wliat il
local artists made art about
city government? What if city
worl<ers made art about the work
they do everyday? What if the
arr informed and inspired the
government & the community?

It seems to me we are lucky
to have her here working in
our communmes.
According to the AEI
website, the overall
pu_rpo~e of_ t heir. various
101t1at1ves 1s to improve
municipal gove~nment
through strategic arts
p_rojccfs between ar~ists,
city departments, unions,
elected officials and the
community. The working
Qremise is that it is useful
lor people to make art
about their work and lives,
and that doing so increases
th_eir chances to c~me up
Police and poets at the Portland Public Library
pl,otoltyEdwig,Cl,arlot with better solutions to
lo.!lg~tanding problems..
After intros and thankyou's are you perceived by the rest of
"l Tus__particular P,rOJect,
we got a quick overview ofAEI the force? ("No one has said the Police .l:'oetry Calenclar, was
from Director Marty Pottenger anything to my face!"); Have designed to address two key
(more on her later). Next there been any change_s m your chalienges the Portland Police
we heard readings from the family/home life? (''My family Department had identified:
calendar, one for each month was sl10cked! I sent my poem theH relationshiP, with the
read by police officers or local to them and they were really p ublic, and low aepartment
poets and authoq;.
si,µ;:priscd.")
morale.
Maine's Poet Laureate Betsy When asked what they have Part of the P,roceeds from the
Sholl, Portland's Poet Laureate learned from the project one sale of the calendar will go to
Martin Steingesse-H Michael officer replied sHe realized the Johnsey Fund, established
Macklin, Annie r inch and more how much there is to see in memoriam of Sgt. Johnse_y, a
37-year old Portland pofice
officer who died in May 2008
from an accidental shooting.
"I like it - the uniform, the badqe, the jw.tice.
The calendar has been dedicatoo
I hate it- the computer, the pen, the law."
to Sgt. Johnsey and includes two
ofhls
poems.
From Lt. Michael SaUJichuck i. poem "Fuhbowr
Another event will be held
April 3 in City Hall as part
Gibson Fay-LeBlanc read their out there in everyday things. or Portland's F irst Fnday
compositions, many of which "Riding arQ,und witn Marfin A rtwalk. T his will include
came out of "ride-alongs" they [SteingesserJ. is exhau~tini&, he a photogr;why exhibit in the
had done with an officer. Police sees so much rn everyth mg:
Chambers Gallery (2nd floor) of
Department poets and readers These questions and ofhers - the photos from fue AEI Police
included Lt. Michael Sauschuck, such as how police P,articipation Project. Photog,.aphers include
Det. Scott Dunham.,,.Off. Alissa in this project has affected their Dave Wade Jeff Swanson,
Poisson, SJU. Dan nayden and interacfions wJth the P.ublic they Kate Philbrick, Rose Marasco,
serve - were interesfing to me Rachel Mora1es, Det. Mary
Off. James1Javison.
Poem titles included "The and I wish there had been more Sauschuck, and police officers
Things I Carry~ "Like I'm time to get responses from the Chris Mitchell, Gayle Petty,
SuP,posed To"., Adrenaline different officers.
Karl Geib and Victor Cote.
Rusn - The Eanr, Years", "Tools I leftjust after the refreshments Find out more about the Police
Of The Trade", 'Officer On A break when everyone was being Poetry Calendar and the Arts
Beat", "Ride-Along Haiku" divided into small groups for the & Equity Initiative on the AEI
"°"11estions for Warriors and community dialogue part. Each website www.artsandequity.11s
Poets" and "Making Sense".
group would have an officer or by calling 874-8681.
Mentioned often and a P.Oet facilitating
were words and themes discussion about police
of love, hate, rag_e, work as revealed 10 the
keeP,inJ!: streets sale, poems.
crack ousts, drunks, I came awar, impressed
guns, badges, jobs no- PY AEI Director
one else wants to do, Martr, Pottenger, so I
tears, blood, silence, lookea her up on the
night, neighoorhoods, web: "Obie-w inning
excitement dread, playwright, d,ir~ctor
junkies, bullets, and _performer'; solo
violence.
pertormance artist
A too-brief O&A and director with an
followed t~e rea_dings1 extensive repertoire of
most questions d1recreo projects ana awards'~
to rhe participatin_g ·artist and caq~enter
police personnel: ls (love that!); "My focus is
the program affectin!"! on community-centered
morale in the PPD'? arts practice and on
(General consensus deepening the exchange
seemed to be Yes, between fhe daily lives
positively so far); liow of people and the arts." Introduction by Marty Pottenger.

Lr.Mikc$a0$chuckandPoerBc rsyShoIJ.
photo lty Edwige Charlot

EAN KAMP
House Painting
Interior & Exterior
P.O. 8ox63
Peaks Island, Maine 04108

Cell: 653-7042
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photo by Edwigt Charlot

Peaks Island Baptist Church

CARPENTER
FOR HIRE

HAPPY EASTER
Sunday School: 10 AM Worship: 11 AM
Wednesday Prayer Meeting: 7 PM
766-3037

MaceyOnne
766-5909
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STUDIO WALLS.from page 14

Every surface is completely covered. Her
magical juxtapositions leap from this
saturation ofvisual stimuli.
"It's my wall of appreciation, really"
said Nancy. "These arc t he sages and
spirits that remind me of what I want 10
pursue." The gaze of Georgia O'Keefe,
a poem by Stanley Kunitz, the hand
of Saul Steinberg watch as she lays
out quotes, books, branches, shells, an
overwhelming array ofmaterials.
"T'm always looking and collecting.
These arc the little gems you want to
remember. Everything is spread out and
it just suggests the next idea. I somehow
filter it, not consciously. It's more
intuitive for met she said.
Not all artists need stuff around them.
A my Stacey Curtis, well-known for her
expansive installations, exhibited only a
list in the Space show. Really? Not even
a pathetic parched plant on a windowsill?
1 asked Victor Romanyshyn, a
photographer on Peaks Island, about
his studio. His work often features
still lifes of objects, a stray an tool, and
sometimes his own watercolors or pastels
as backdrops, as if his studio becomes his
subject.
"Not really," he said. "I don't have a
wall in particular with anything on it. It's
broader than that. I might sec an object
somewhere, or notice something on a
walk, or read something in a bool< that
gives me an idea.•

Victor reca lled a quote from a John
Berger book that read, "A bulletin board
is a work of art". He'll soon be moving his
creativesp~ce into the Bakery Building, a
former Ma10e College ofArt property on
Pleasant Street in Portland now serving
as a hive for several artists, including
Jeanne O'Toolc Ha}'D1an, a mixed media
artiSt and resident ofPeaks Island.
While her author husband, Ji m
Hayman, c urrently occup ies her
studio, remnants ofJeanne's process are
everywhere. Even the paint-spattered
utility sink has a clutter of ehotos and art
poStcards tacked above it. I just cleared
off the walls of my studio in town; she
said. "The state of my mind istoo chaotic
at the moment, with too much going
around m mr. head. I wanted plain white
walls except for over my desk.
There Hes the evidence of her recent
preoccupations: find ing connections
between art history a nd contemporary
culture through the female form, both
iconic and drawn from life. A paper
doll Mona Lisa floats below a series of
Jeanne's gesturing figure drawings, next
to a photocopy of Vermeer's girl with
a pearl earring, near iPod speakers on
her desk. Tn work appearing in a New
England Wax show (newenglandwax.
org) opening at the Saco Museum on
April 2, Jeanne has merged traditional
media like Iithography plates with
modern, photocopied multiples to mix

up how we view art, women,
and symbols ofculture.
Doug Smit h, an illustrator
on Peaks, has no referential
montage on his studio walls.
Various collectibles are displayed
in g roup s elsewhere in the P"
house, ranging from found rusty
metal parts to matchbooks,
to pulp fiction novels. But in
the room where he works, he
hangs framed art by revered
illustrators from various eras and
genres, collected at auctions and
conventions. wit's such a mess
in here. I really don't have my D oug Smith displ•ys bis collection of framed
~eferences on the wall. They're illustrations from many eras.
JUSt all over the floor and my
drawing table," said Doug. As
A brief bio and photo of the artist
with Scott, these visual bits change with
appeared next to each installation.
any given project.
Elizabeth Atterbury said the Studjo Perhaps missing was a piece of t he
Walls exhibit concept stemmed "from anist's work, or a reproduction. Viewers
my euriositv about what artists collect might have found a visual link from the
a nd what they look at while t hey are physical remnants 10 the manifestation,
working. Do t he physical objects but maybe not. The creative process is
provide any insight or not into t heir not necessaril)' linear, like connecting
process? Whether the artists literally some obvious dots. It remains, though,
recreate<! what's in their studios or made a compelling hunt, to find clues that
a composite of P.arts, the arrangements inspire creative completion. The Peaks
bemme a kind of truth, shrines that have l~fand Art Walks will resume in June,
a life of their own. A class from UNE gmng us an opportunity to peer at the
visited that was not familiar with the visual fixations that feed art created in
artists, but they found a lot to look at" our midst. (w'W'W.ptaksis/aml-artwallts.
org).
said Elizabeth.
'

~
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The PITT Crew plays
big for PITA~EA

up comic, Brian Brinegar, new to
tlie Peaks Island crowd, who gave
an autobiographical, often frank and
sexually revc,ilmg: performance in which
we learned, for mstance, that he was
new!)'. divorced, and had recently moved
out of his house "because that's what you
do when all your [stuff] is on the front

BY KEVINATTRA

The Peaks Island lmprov Trogpe
held a fund-raiser for Peaks Island Tax
Assistance-Energy Assistance Sunday,
Feb. 8 that packed the Bar. room at tlic
Inn . The show opened with a stand-up
routine by former PUT Crew member,
M_ike Sylvester1 in which he took pokes at
the economic Clowntum- "MacDonald's
is now ca lling its 'Happy Meal' the
'.Cautiously O_ptimistic Meal'" - health
insurance - t hey say an apple a day
keeps the doctor away, but not having
health insurance will do the same thing
- and slammed, among other things, tlie
dating habits of a certain islander and
the drinking habits of the population of
Lewiston.
Sylvester brought with him stand-

Fourth Anniversary
Soiree at the Brackett
BY MARGO S. LODGE

Friday night, Feb.20 was the
fourth anruversarr of the open
mic at Brackett Lnurch. It was
well at tended, with over 25
pe~ple playing !Ilusic, singing
actmg and reading poetry, ana1

NAILS

&

lawn."

Members of the audience joined the PIIT Crew for a final rendition of Emotional
Symphony, PIIT Crew members are Gail Kelly(seoond from lefr), Craig Davis (third
from_Ieft), Heather Thompson-Johnson (crouching), newest member Hutch Brown
(far right with beard and hat), and Cele.ste Bridgford, conducting.
stuffphoto

it went so well that it lasted
to almost 10 p.m. - usually it
finishes by 9:00.
Speciaf thanks go to Bill
Hinderer for organizing this
event for four years, and for
being a great storr, teller. Also
thanks go to his wife, Ann, who
puts so much work in to baking
all the wonderful desserts.
I read a poem I wrote about
Native American children going
to state schools that were run
!?Y the Catholic, Anglican and
United churches.

SALON

NAILS • HAIR -WAXING
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE· FREE EASY PARKING

The months of September & October...
• Tuesday. $28 Manicure & Pedicure
• Party of four special 20% off

207.773.7999

OPEN Mon-Sat 9 a.m-7p.m 290 Congress St
(Next to Rite Nd Pho,.,,,.,v at the bottom of Munjoy Hill)

The kids were physically
and sexually abused.
rou tine ly sterilized
and s~bjected to medical
expcnments.
In Canada 150,000
children's bones were
found in mass graves at
some of the state schools.
So people were shocked
when I read my poem, and
no one spoke to me excg>t
Bill ancf the minister. rd
say they were speechless.
Phil Daligan sang
and played tbe guitar,
Rebecca Stephens sang
while her fncnd playea
guitar, and SteP,anie
Eliot did one of her
acting things, which was
vqyfunny.
'!'he night ended
with music by the
Crusty M instrels, so
everyone was funny
except for me. Just cant
seem to write those
damned1 funny poems.
Ohweil!

When its tum came, the PIIT Crew
hitthe floorrunningwith an imaginative
lineup of unscripted ~atcrial couched
in m1n1mahst titles like ·Emotional
Symphonv"( "Waiter" (there's • noun
in my soup/, "ABC" (an alphabetical
discourse on fish), and perhaps the
most violently competitive version of
a children's game I've ever seen, which
th~ called "Musical Chairs".
The 2-hour s how included lots c>f
audience participation, a PIIT trademark
that combines community sport with
Jmblic humiliation, and raised $300 for
PITA-EA. Plus, the crowd paid an extra
$40 to hear Mike Sylvtster come back
at the end and deliver a sexually g raphic
encore. You don't want to know.

The dessert table, always an amazing array of
exotic cakes and cookies.
photo by Margo Lodge

Hosts Bill and Ann Hindtrer
photo by Margo L odge
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Current Financial Tides
BUSINESS SERVICES
BY ALISON SCHNELLER

Spring is coming, and soon
the islands will be nopping with
visitors and summer resiclents.
Now is the time to make certain
that your business is efficient
and that the season is profitable.
What do business owners
never have enough of? If you
own a business, the answer
is easy - it's time and money.

banking you can also have
the added ability of becoming
an automated dearing house
originator {ACH) lettmg you
set up electronic files to receive
and send payments. Using ACH
will eliminate delays waiting
for checks to arrive in the maif,
and waiting for t hem to clear
after they're deposited to your

The two things business owners
never have enough ofare time and
money. Mostfull-service banks offer
a number ofways to save on both.
Having all your financial needs account.
met in one place is a good way to Another tool that is becoming
save time, so let's explore a few more and more popular is
products and services offered by remote deposit capture (RDC).
most full-service banks that will If you prefer the convenience of
save you both time and money.
depositing checks right from
One of the most popular your office, RDC is the right
timesavers is online banking. It's solution for you. The checks
a safe and easy way to checkiour are scanned through a special Alison Srhndler is Vice President & Market Ma,u,xer far the South Portland
and Peaks Island Branthes ofMaine Bank & 1h,st. She has 26 years experience in
account balances, transfcer nds termina1and t he images are sent fina,nce, induding banking and residential lending. She can be contactea at www.
and make payments. Account elect ronically to the bank. By mamebank.rom
information can be downloaded scanning the checks, the deposit
into com_euter based software is made faster and your money is
such as 1.J.11ickBooks for easy available to you sooner.
credit cards increase their business-to-business trade have
accounting, allowing you to The ability to accept credit sales by 20%. And Merchant found Merchant Services to be
keep up to aate on dairy activity card payments using Merchant Services is not limited only to an invaluable tool in managing
ancf balances. It saves you time, Services is another tool used retail business. An increasing cash flow.
which also saves you money.
by many businesses. Statistics number of companies in the If you feel your business may
Through an upgrade to online show that businesses that accept service industry, as well as the benefit from a Merchant Service
,----- - - - - - -- - - - -- - -- -- - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - , Account, it is worth your time to

The Addison--Woolley Gallery closes its doors
When Qperati c soprano
Danielle Vayeq,as sang_ the
closing [lumb~r You'll Never
Walk 7\Jone" trom the musical
Carousel during a fundraiser
at the Addison-Woolls;,y in
March, owner Susan Yorter
br2k,e down in tears.
"That song has been running
thr9ugh my head all day," she
said after the show "When she
started ~inging it I f!iought, 'Oh
112.. don t le1 me cry.
The fundraiser was
a last ditch effort
aftCli another show
in February and a
mad scramble among
all h~r friends ana
benefactors to raise
enough money to
cover the rent.
Sh e opened the
galle_rY,,. which
spcc 1altzed 1n
photographic arts,
exactly one _y~ar a.J!:o,
and namecf it affer
her father and brother
who inspired her to
st!!,dy phcitog_raP.hy.
Tne Aad,sonWoolley exhi bited
work by well known

and emerging photographe1s,
but also mclucfed commumty
events, b~inging in spe;i~ers,
poets, wnters~ and musicians
who performeo in an open mic
sesttiOl?; on Thursday evenings.
he nad also P.lanned to create
a series of chiloren's workshops
and lectµre programs\but when
that didn't prove to oe viable,
it was difficult to find another
way to produce income
She said the workshops were

fu ndamental to the success
of the initial business plan for
the gallery, because without
them the only sway to make
money was to sell pnotographs.
Unfortunately th_e photography
market has declined now tbat
people have a diJti.tal cameras
and' access to --Photoshor,.
"People come in and the)!,U look
at something and think, I could
dq that.'"
t;usan spent the last few days of
March dismantling a
show bxlocal~uerrilla
artist, John Fahnley,
b efore handing tne
keys back to th~
landlord. She sa id
"I still want to think
about some kind of
arts( ph9togfaphy
pubh<;at1on. . may
expenment wi th it
on the website at
first, and then think
about where it could
go. But first I need to
sleep, clean my house,
walk and sit on the
backshore.
"We'll see what this
morphs into in the
future," she added.

inM:~fte~~~1~C:~ci~ s wi t h
employees need a payroll
service. This is another service
provided by most full-service
banks. Tax laws change and
penalties from noncompliance
can be a hefty and unnecessary
expense. By outsourcing your
payroll, this stressful issue is
greatly reduced for the business
owner. Using a trusted bank to
manage your payroll will bring
you peace of mind and allow you
to concentrate on what matters
most - growing your business.
These are just a few ofbusincss
services offered by banks.
Retirement savings opt ions like
401Ks, and cash management
services such as investment
sweep accounts arc among the
many resources avail able. It's
always helpful to meet with your
banl<er and discuss your goals.
Banks can provide you wit h
solutions to nelp you meet those
goals.
From me to you - wishing you
a healthy, profitable spring &
summer season!

-
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PILP Profiles
The Parker Preserve
BY CYNllilA MOU.US

This is the -/int in a series cfarticles about

Peaks Is/ant!Land Prestr11e I prqpertia and
the vq/untetr stev.vmu whq help manage
them.

The Parker Preserve located in the
south-central part oi'Peaks Island
is a 21-plus acre parcel. It consists of
one large parcel given to the State of
Maine l>y David and Vivian Parker
in 1975, and seven smaller parcels
conveyed by the Island Citizens
Association to the Srare of Maine in
1976;_ these were then transferred to
the t'eaks Island Land Preserve in

2005.

Parker is the second-largest of
the PILP properties, with tbe city
parcels being_tbe largest at 94 acres,
and Battery''Steelc the third-largest
at a little over 14 acres. As a frame
of reference, a full football field
including end zones is 1.32 acres.
Nearlr. 20 _percent of Peaks' 750 acres
is unclcr PILP man~ement and
the Parker, city and .S-attcry Steele
properties make up the bulk of PILP's
acreage.
The northern boundarY, of Parker
lies behind the houses ana privatelyowned lots along Brackett Avenue,
and one of the major access points to
Parker is the Indian trail that begins
on private property off Brackett. In
fact, most access points to the Parker
Preserve are on private property.
Parker is bordered on tl1e west by
largely undeveloped private lots ana
the dead-ends of three paper roads,
so called because they exist only on
paper. The southern boundary runs
along the paper extension of New
lslancl Avenue, with some additional
lots on the south side of the extended
street that are included in t he
r.reserve. The end of the New Island
Avenue paper road extension is one
of the access points on public land·
another truly public access point could
be from the p~r road extension off
Welch Street. The east end abuts city
land across from the transfer station
on the corne r of Alderbrook and
Brackett; that city land is also under a
conservation easement held by PILP.
A large section of the Indian Trail
runs tnrough Parker Preserve, from
the northwest corner to the southcentral edge before continuing onto

Garry Fox explains
a tough decision
AN OPEN LETTER FROM
Tl-iE PI LP P RESIDENT

A,1 Pre,iident of the Peak,1
J,i land Land Pre,ierve, Garry
Fox ha.Ji recently come under fire
for the organizationA deci,iion
to di,ial/ow the in,itallation of
a meteorological tower on a
military ob,iervation po.At on
con.<1ervation land a,1 part of an
initiative to build a wind turbine
on Peak,1 J,iland. We a,iked him
if he could clarify the rea,1011,1
for that deci,iion. Thi,1 i,1 hi.<\
re,iporv.e.
Dear Peaks Islanders
l n recent weeks member s of our
com mun ity have been pursu ing
an explo r at ion of w ind energy
potentia l for Casco Bax Isl ands,
includin g Pea k s Island. Members
of this grou11 as ked t he board of
t he Peak s Is la nd Land Pres erve
if t h ey could mak e a presentation

at our february board meeting
a bout t heir interest in exploring
w i nd e n ergy (lOtent1al on
Peaks. We agreed to hear their
presentation, at the end of which
they asked the PILP board to
consider providing access to one
of the two WWII observat ion
towers on city land, wh ich P ILP
has had a conservation easement
on sin ce 2001, in order to erect a
meteorological tower to gather
w ind data over a two year period
of ti me.
I n deference to this group,
a n d w it h a genu ine desire to
s upport the ir efforts we agreed
to refer t h eir prol?osal to our
lega l represe nta t ive, Bren da
Buchanan, whereu po n we were
clearly and defin itively infor med
of t lie fact t h at ease m ent
restricti ons would apply t o any
structure erected on t op of t hese
towers.
The easeme n t do es h a ve a
p r ovi sion for a t e m p orar y
struct ure er ected for no more
t h a n 9 0 days; however , given
t h e nat ure of the wind groups
request for a longer int erval of

time , and the need to fo llow the
legal advice we received, we voted
unanimously to turn down this
re~uest, in spite of a ny persona l
feelings of support mem bers
of the-board had fo r t he wind
group's goals.
Subsequent to informing the
wind energy group of our vote
to turn down their request, they
t hen pu rsued another al_)proacn,
a nd as ked us to reconsider our
decisio n i n light of what they
believed woul d be a way around
the legal restrictions of the
easement by interp r eting the
proposed structu r e on t he basis
of a zoning ordi na nee.
Regrettably, the zo n ing
interpretation of w h at
constitutes a s t ructure in no way
r e leases the PIL P board from
enforci ng t he restri ctions set
forth in tlie easement.
A zo nin g v ar i ance for a n
a pp u r t e nance, s u ch as th e
pro p ose d t o w e r with a n
a nem ometer, m ight be obtained
from t he_ city, \mt to change the
res tn ct1 on s in an easement
i nvol ves a l ega l a m endment

process that goes t h ro ug h the
court system befor e a judge.
While the PILP board supports
this grou(?'s laudable effort to
explore wind energr. potential
on 'Peaks, we remain duty bound
to protect the land P.reser ve
properties for the benefit of all!
which means upholding the lega
restrictions i n each and every
easement.
We wis h t h is group every
success in t heir efforts, hope
they can find a n approp r iate
alternative location , a nd- t rust
th i s clarifies our actions on
behalf of PILP.
Wh ile this may not be what t h e
PILP board wants to do, it is what
we are req uired to do as set out in
the easement. I h ope this helps
ever yone u nderstand the reason
for our decision, and that we can
cont inue to count on the support
of ou r commun ity in protecting
t hese la nds for t he benefit of a n
islan der s .
Sincer ely,
Garry S. Fox, President, Pl LP
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'T'rust
Collaborati've
J.
l

seeks national
accreditation
BYKEVINATTRA

The Portland North Land
Trust Collaborative hosted a
gathering Thursday, March 19
at the Gulf of Maine Research
Institute to "spread the word
about where we've come in
2 ½ years" said Roger Berle
Chair of the collaborative and
President of Oceanside Trust,
one of three land trusts that have
joined t he organization. "W e
are unique in tfte state ofMaine.
There's no such organization as
us" he said.
Three trusts make up the
collaborative: the Oceanside
Trus t , which in clu des t h e
islands in the western half of the
ba_y; the_ Falmouth _Land Tn1st~
wfuch 1s the entlfe town or
Falmouth; and the C hebeague
& Cumberland Land Trust
which is Chebeague Island and
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"because we weren't
getting an~here near
enougfi
in aon
timely
enough done
fashi~n
lane!
conservation.
"\Ve decided that
w~ none of us , could
afrord to hire someone
on our own because
we've all got minimal
bud ets, you know,
1

6 s~ 0~6i2°~
l?s,a°oi·,

year, and you can't hire
anyone on that kind
of money. S_o to_ pool
our organ1zat1onal
reso u rces a nd join
together [':"e] form~d
a n organ1zat10n 10
which we could hi re
soPmcaebkosdlys.l.and res,· dent

Jessica Burton was the
person they hired to
run the collaborative.
InitiallY, she se rved Portland North's Executive Director Jessica Burton (center) at the Thursday evening
as an aclministrative gathering, March 19 at the GulfofMaine Research Institute.
.,taffphoto
assista n t but was
quick.Ir. giyen greater
are seeking_ accreditation with
"W e ~ alk every;,single progerty
respons1oility wfien she
proved cap~ble of handing a ~ot the Land T rust Accreditat ion every smgle year, she said, take
more, and 1s now the executive Commission. "Theaccreditation photograpf1s and document
seal is a mark of distinction the scene ... It's Rrobably ou r
director.
"She's the employee of the in land conservation, " grea~est pl~asure." Berle agi;,eed,
collaborative," explamed Berle, according to information on quotmg_ a former volunteer, My
the commission's website. "It piece o1 advice to you is, get out
recogn izes organizations for anc/ enjoy the land that you're
Here we are in Portland, and in the mo.f>t meetmg
national standards for saving.
beauJjlul .f>tate in the country, and the mo.f>t excellence,
upholding the
P.Ub!ic trust and ensuring
that conservation efforts are
perpetual future ofour open.f>pace re.f>ource.t,.
permanent."
Welcomin9 .i,peec/1 by Roger Berle
Berle believes t ha t in
the future the number of
the town of Cumberland.
"but she works one-third of land trusts will P.tobably
"I'm the onlx original member her time for each of those three be cut in half as fhey join
of Oceanside," sa1cl Berle, who trusts. That's the work she does forces the way the Portfand
added that it was started on for the collaborative."
North trusts have done.
Peaks Island in 1982.
"It has worked, hopefully "To be able to do our work,
The event attracted about 75 to everr.one's advantage," said land tr ust act ivities, our
people, many of them r1e~bers Burton, "that I am the executive steward ship much more
of one of th e or_ga01zat1ons, director now. So what changed is effectively", he said .
but also many fo!Ks like Larry realJy that I'm more responsible With warm weather due
Niskanen, a focal forester who for the finances, fundra1sing, for in April, trust members
came for maps of some of the the collaborative."
are gear\ng up to walk the
conservation lands.
According to Berle there are P.roperties and see how
According to Berle, Por tland 110 land trusts in Maine. "Some they weatherd the winter.
North came together out are la rge and well fundedj "RQ?;cr's boat, the Christian
of a need for organizational some are tiny, like ours, ana Alf;- will soon be in the Beth Allen with Channel 4 Community
staff in all three 1rusts. "The i'!st kind of scrabble along." water," said board member Television fiJmcd an interview with Roger
top t h ing on everyone's l jst, 1Jnder t he administ rative Christi ne McD u ffie, Berle, President of the collaborative,
other than money was having umbrella of the Portland North "which gives us access to before the meeting. The segment aired the
following week.
administrative help," he saia, Collaborative, the land trusts our property.
staffphoto

ggi:,wri!;(tf~iic:::Jr~~jf:C~it~~i!J:~n~g?~~t:

HELP PRESERVE
WHAT'S SPECIAL
ABOUT PEAKS.

GENIER.Al. CAAJlfN'TAY

FIHtsH CARPENTRY

Kll04ENS / BATHS

DOORS I WINDOW$

R:alOOEllREP.t.#\
lNTBOOR I EXTERIOR

P\.AH$ / PEAtoffTIHG

BARRIERFRE.E

Weidemann

CarpentryLLC

R.J<s Island is a trulyspecial place, ~ith its rocky

766-3030

shores. its woodW>ds and its wetland,. Your membmhip

Adam We.idemann

(only $15 individual/$25 family) and your donations are

auciil in helping w maintam open spaces.
loin tooay. Help preserw what we love ahout Peaks.

Langella Construc tion
a n d Painting Company
Carpe ntry •

Interior/Ex terior Painting

PEAKS ISLAND :::!::,:,:;;:,
LAND PRESERVE""""'"""'"""
P. O. IOX '9, PE U S HUND, ME U I OI
A~SOl1,tt1to•

-,,.orp-o,_._,.._,,....,. 1uMa.,t,1t

b-

(207) 766-3067 (home)
(207) 632-8229 (cell)
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HEROES
Bill Flynn

American Red Cross 2009 Heroes Award
Portland Mayor Jill Duson
presented a hero s award to Peaks
Island resident and Portland Fire
Chief Bill Flynn on Thursday,
March 19, for a sea rescue he
made in June. The following is a
transcript of her remarks.
On behalfof the City of Portland,
I would like to congratulate you
onJour receipt of the American
Re Cross Real Heroes Award for
2009. Your actions on June 1, 2008
saved the lives of two people and I

JuneBergh

am pleased to join the American
Red Cross in commending you for
your heroic actions.
Your q uick thinking and
action that day last summer was
remarkable and a true testament
to your character. All too often
we hear tragic stories of people
losing their lives at the hands of
the elements and we find ourselves
asking why and what could we
have aone to avoid the tragedy.
Today we are lucky to have your
answer to the question. Looking

out your window, you saw someone
in trouble and without hesitation or
concern for yourself; you took your
boat into rough seas to pull not one
but two people from the grips of
the harsh, cold water of Casco13ay.
The City of Portland is lucky to
have you not only as a resident but
as a member of our firefighting
force.
Again, I offer my
congratulations and best wishes
to you today as you receive much
deserved recognition for your lifesaving actions.

Peaks Island Council 2009 Island Hero Award
June Bergh (left) received a
Peaks Island Council's Is land
Hero Award March 25 during
the regular session of the council
at the MacVane Center. The
award was presented by Councilor
Lynne Richard who explained
that the program honors members
of the community who have
shown outstanding initiative and
accomplishment, dedication to
the communiry, and have helped
to improve the quality of life for
island residents through selfless
volunteer work.
Richard praised 11s. Bergh for
her work in organizing an afterschool program for elementary
school children that was "not
a babysitting service, but a

meaningful enrichment program
for children giving them valuable
experience tbey could not have
received any,.vhere else."
Ms. Bergh said she owed the
success of her program to the
many volunteers who share their
knowledge and skills with the
children in the four-hour program
each Wednesday afternoon, and
said the Peaks Island community
made it possible. She also wanted to
thank aorninistrators of the Peaks
Island Fund for providing the
grant money needecl to implement
the program. After she was given
the award, hcrJoungest son ran
up to see it, an then, deiectedly
reported to his brother, "She just
got a piece ofpaper."

lnMemory
Robert}. "Bob"Wellwerth, 74
Robert J. Wellwerth of
Peaks Island Maine and
Braintree, Massachusetts
died after a brief illness on
Ivlarch 9. H e was 74.
Born in Boston Nov. 23,
1934 he worked as a master
plumber for most of his career
m the greater Bos.ton area.
In the earjy 1950s he served
with the U.S. Coast Guard
on a buox tender working
along the Maine coast, ana
was a lifetime member of
the American Legion Post
142 on Peaks Island as well
as a member of the VFWs
in Somerville and Braintree,
Mass.
He first came to Peaks
Island in 1976 and bought
land the following year wliere
he built his house on New
Island Avenue. Over the
next 36 years, he came up
to the isfand with his wife,
Marcia Riley, "all the time,
up for vacations, whenever we
filepl,oto pfl!yed hookien, she said.
They were married on the

island at the Moon Shell Inn
(no longer in business) in 1981.
He rented all the rooms so
everyone could spend the night.
They relocated to the island
permanently in 2002.
Mr. Wellwerth was active
in t he community, involved
in organizing the American
Legion's Memorial Day Parade
for years. Ms. R ileY, said she
thought it was his iaea to get
bands from the mainland to p1ay
in the event.
He also administered the
Legion's Citizen Award, given
to graduating fifth graders with
the best essay defining what it
means to be an Amencan. He
was very proud of the winners,
and said he remembered every
one of them.
According to his wife_, he was
also a big sports fan. She said
thankfully they had at least two
televisions in the house so she
could still watch one. When
asked which teams he liked she
said, "Oh please! The Red Sox
and the Celtics."

He is survived by his wife
Marcia; sisters Anne Blaisi of
Arlington~ MA and Eleanor
Cazen or Medford MA;
brother Geor_g_e Weilwerth
of Falmouth,, NlA·l daughters
R obin 1v1cAu i sse of
Connecticut,,_ §heryl Annino
ofWaltham, 1v1A and Carolyn
Wellwerth of South Portland.j
sons Robert J. Wellwerth II1
of Medford, MA, Tohn A .
Martin of Braintree, MA and
Trent Martin of Hanson, MA;
11 grand children, and many
nieces and nephews.
A wake and funera l were
held March 13 in Braintree,
MA. The burial was private.
A memorial service will be
held on Peaks Island at St.
Christqpher's Church in late
Tune. Contributions in Mr.
We1lwerth's name can be made
to the Peaks Island Health
Center, 87 Central Ave., Peaks
Island, ME 04108, or to VNA
Home Health and Hospice 50
Foden Rd, South Portland, ME
04106.
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COMMUNITYNOTES
all partic!Pating org_anizations, and electricity and save money, using by a Kodia~ bear,. and rogether ther,
the Child'rcn's -vvorkshop for their a small, plug-in energy gaug_e that
two mtruorng hunters out of
generosity. I/Ve hope to see you there. you can borrow from rhe libra ry chase
the
forest.
"THAW" - a member group show
with your library card. T he device
"OPEN HOUSE":
MAY
celebrati ng the arrival of spring thru
To ap,v_ly for an a~ordablc rental or measures electric consumption ofyour BASKETS and SPRINGTIME
April 11. Open Frida~ 4 Rm to 6:30 ownersfiip oeporruruty, please call our appliances and calculates the costs. At
E?m; Saturdays and Sundays NOON to Casco Bay Island Fellow Mary Terry, present there is a waiting list, so come FUN
Friday, April 24
Drop-in any
5 P,m,
for an application at221-2507, or write
call or email the librarr. to get your time between 11:00am -2:00pm f he GEM Gallery is a cooperative to her at maryktcrry@gmail.com. 111,
name on the list. If you ao nor have
of 26 artists living and working on Applications were cfeveloped with a_ library card, this might be just t he community building__
Celebrate Earth Week by making
Peaks Island in tile varied media of cnteria used by the State of Maine time to get one.
a May Basket out of re')'cled items.
painting, drawing, sculpture, pot\ery, and sister islander organizations.
Nurserr, Rhyme Tim e for infants
JCwclry1 photo_e;raphy, pn ntm_akmg1 Process involves confidential review and todd lers; V\lednesdays and All ages and "craftiness abilities are
assembtag~ fiber arts, music ana by an independent commit tee and Fridays at 11 am. PrcSehool Story welcome as there will be a variety of
basket patterns avai Iable. On-lookers
writing. The gallery mission is placement on a waitil]J!,' list. You will Time; Fridays at 10:15 am.
arc welcome roo!
to "share and sell fine art and be notified when the first appropriate
On these blustery winter days, the
ON-GOI NG RECREATIONAL
contemporary crafts and to reach out home becomes available.
librarx
offers a sure cure for cabin PROGRAMS FOR ADULTS:
and create an inviting, professional,
fever. If you have children visiting Monday_s and Thursdays, i n the
friendly space that snares, educates!
Great
Maine
Bike
Swap
you,
keep these programs in mind: community room.
and celebrates art." Solo and smal
We look' forwara to seeing babies,
Indoor 1/Valking/Stretch ing Group
group exhibi tions chan~ weekly
April 26, 10 a .m. - 2 p.m., toddlers and preschoolers and their (we stay inside during the winter):
from June through Uctober. Umversi_ty of Southern Maine's parents, _grandparents, and caring
8:15-9:00am
Larger theme shows are held in the Sullivan <.iym in Portland
adults. Alfare welcome.
Low Impact Aerobics with W~hts
off-season with a holiday sale each
The swap brings together those
Peaks Island Branch Library (weights are provided): 9:30-10:3(.fam
}'ear. Please call the ~al lery at 207- seeking to buy or sell used bicY,les isThe
located at 129 Island Ave. Open
No program on holidays
766-5600 for more information.
in gooo, working condition. This Tuesdays 2 pm to 8 _P,m, \1\/ednesdays
T
u esd!1y afternoons, in the
year's swap will feature hundreds of 10 am to 4 pm Fnclays 10 am to 2 community
room:
1
bicycles, a large area for test riding! Qm, and Satura:nrs 8 am to NOON.
Pi
ng
Pong
Gust for fun, no lessons/
ATTHE DODWELL
mini-workshops, exhibits by loca Phone 5540, Librar ian Pricil la be_g_inners should
contact Denise):
bike shops, food and drinks for sale Webster.
2:U0-4:00pm
"How G reen thou A rt" - a and more. Admission is $3, with free
Tuesda)'. evenings, PI School Gym:
collect ion of ncarlr, 40 scenes by admission for University of M aine LOAF &LADLE DINN ER
A dult Basketoall, 6:30 - 8:00
Green anist Maggie Carle, who docs students, University of Southern
pm/S2 per night.
not use paint to make colorful images Maine students and children 12 or
Peaks Island Tax Assistance
No program during school
and qbJ.cts d'art assembled from e:lass, younger. A small commission on all - The
Energy
Assistance Loaf and Ladle vacations, holidays, school snow days.
trash, things found around the isfand, sales supports the Bicycle Coalition Dinner will
be held on Tuesday~April FM!, please contact Jen at 766-0967
and lier own paper, which she makes of Marne's education and safety 14th from 5-7
p.m. at the Peaks island
For more info, contact Denise
from recr.cled' material; Apri I 1 programs. For more information, Ba_ptist Church. All proceeds will go
Macaronas1 Recreation Programmer,
through May 31. OE?ening reception please visit www.BikeMaille.org or to PITA and PITA-EA.
at 2970 (please leave a message), or
Sunday, May 3 fro1:n"2 f?.m. to 4p.m.
call (207) 623-4511.
The menu for April is "PICNIC e-mail: dlm@pqrt la11dmai11e.gqv.
Carre was cert1ftea as a Green
IN APRIL''. We will be serving: Additional activities and updates can
Artist in 2008 by Trade Only
ATTHELIBRARY
hotdogs, sloppy Joe's, barbecued be found on island bulletin boards.
Design Library (todl.com). For
ch icken wings, coleslaw, potato
more information about her and
First Tuesdays Book Discussion salad1 beans, and dessert. The
to sec her ,~ork1 visit her website, Here is t he library Book Discussion food 1s
delicious and the company AT THE CHILDREN'S
W"WW.mawecarte.tom.
group schedule through June: Apr. unbeatable. Our dinners provide an
WORKSHOP
The Doclwell Gallery is located 7 - "Arundel" by Kenneth Roberts;
to eat with friends and to
on Gorham Avenue, Long lslapd, May S - "Age of lnooccnce" by opporrunity
our neighbors.
ISLA ND ROVER S CAMP
be tween the Community Library Edith W harton ; lune ·2 - "T he hi;w
Din
ners
are
$6
adul
ts/$2.50
REGISTRATION:
Programs run
and the elementary school In the Story of Edgar Sawtelle". The children. All of the proceeds go
past 6_years the gallery has featured Boo!< Discussion is held on the first direct!)'. into the Energy Assistance between July 6th-Au.it.21st. Register
over 1110 Maine artists and exh ibitorsa Tuesday of the mont h at 7 pm in Fund. If you have any questions, early for rl\cse fu n.::ri I led summer
(For children who have
most from the Casco Bay islands, an
the Doug MacVanc Community p lease email pkstaxasst@maine. camps!
completed kindergarten through
hosts the annual Long Island Art & Room. It is sponsored by the Friends re.com.
Hope to see you there!
age 11 years) Weeklong sessions
Soul Exhibit as well as special shows of the Library and is open to all.
include: Island All-Stars, Peaks
du ring the V\lharf Festival. Open Those interested are welcome at any
lsland Survivor1 .J;'hotograptiy_ and
evcryctay, during library hours, ht;tp:II r~cus~ion by calling or emailing the
Island H istory, vvild a6out Water,
Library.long-is1a11d.lib.me.us. Phone
Island Cookmg, Animals-Tracks
2530.
on and
BffiREAD
Trails, ana Lights-CameraIn May, the Fi rst T uesdays Book
A
ction!
Info avai lable at: www.
ATTHEFIFTH MAINE D iscussio n w ill be participating_
peakschildrenswqrkshop.qrg,
or by
in the BIG READ1 a number oT
calling
766-2854.
Reg1
strat1on
has
T he Museum is now open by events all over the c19; focused on
FIRST MONDAY FUN for begu!l, and is on a fust come basis.
appoi n tment o nly. For more aspects of The Ag~ oflnnocence br, PRESCHOOLERS:
Every month
CINCO DE MAYO BURRITO
information call 766-3330.
Eaith Wharton. The discussion of in the Community Room. Children DINNER
AND LIVEAUCTJONWharton's novel, on Tuesday, May
be accompanied by an adult. To benefit the Peaks Island Children's
ATTHE EIGHTH MAINE SH wi II be led by _guest moderator must
Pre-registration not required but Workshop. May 5; Dinner 6-7:30pm,
eather T iffanr.. Un Saturday, Ma_y ar.p_reciated
Auction oe_gins at 6:45pm. Location:
Closed until late May. For 9 t he island Film Committee will
Monday, April 6 at 11:00 am (in Brackett Church. Come celebrate
information call 766-5086.
s&ow The A_e;e of I nnocence as the the communtty room) Let's move with delicious burritos and a fun live
8pm movie. Some copies of the book, to music of all kinds: kids' tunes auction!
Bid against your neighbors
HOMESTART
along with a study guide, are available ethnic music and marches! We'll for an interesting
ofislanil items
ar tile library for fhose who plan to start with making our own musical and SUfQ.Ort tilearray
\.Vorkshop in the
Board Meeti (!g Tuesday, Apr il attend the discussion.
"instruments" using recycled items.
P,rocess. l•or more informanon or to
21 - 7 pm at the Fay Garman Senior
The Big Read is an initiative of the
Monday, May .i at 11:00 am at aonate items for the auction, call 766Cent er Commun ity Room when NationafEndowment for the Arts community
builaing Springtime fun: 2854; or visitpirw@gwi.net.
Steve Bolton, Executive Director designed to revitalize the role of Mother's Day
gifts, more music and
of Habitat for Humanity of Greater Iirerary reading in American P,Opular fun!
F~NITY FOOD
Portland is our guest. Commun ity culture. Readrng at Risk: A Survey
EARTH \¥EEK (school vacation
members are invited.
of Literary Reading in America,
ACTIVITIES-ALL AGES!
Community Meeting Saturday, a 2004 N!:!;A report, identified a week)
BINGO
"EA R T H 71 Herman Ave,(Ch i ld rcn's
May 2 - 9 am to 11 am m the Dc;,_11~ critical decline in reading fou,leasure FRI ENDLY"\¥ITH
PRIZES
\¥o_rkshop
Build_ing).' Open ro the
MacVane Community Room . We among American adults. The Big
Thursday, April 23 10:45 - 11:45 entire commu111ty 1vlonday thru
look forward to yourjoining us.
Read ai:ldresses this issue by bringing
community building
Friday 7:30am to 6 pm, first Samrda_y
Island Commu nity Resource communities tog_ether to read, discuss, amEnjoy
a few games of Bingo and ofeve!)'. month 9am-llam. Please earl
Day, Saturdl!Y, April 4 - 9 am to 11 and celebrate oooks and writers have fon
by making your own 766-2854 for assistance or deliveries.
am at the Children's Workshop. from American and world literature.
prizes with recycled . - - -- -- - - - - -- -- - - - - - ,
The event is an opportunitY. to learn In Portland the Victoria .Mansion !terns_!
Bring your
1
about local services, visit with other (www.victonamansion.org)
received 1magrnat1on and a
B
islanders, and welcome spring! a filant from the NEA ro host the senseof
humor!
RHONDA ERG
Representatives from community BR; READ and has partnered with
AFTERNOON at A.,.,,,,, B,-i,,
organizations wi 11 be on hand to assist the librarr, and other organizations
the
MOVIES: THE HARBORVltw,KOPERTlts
in co1l}Jlleting Homestead Exemption to P.Ian a fu II schedule of events at BEAR
(94 minutes)
and Circuit Breaker paperwork; different locations in l\1arch, April
Thursday,
April 13
provide registration materials for and May. A calendar is available 1:00 pm -Community
children's summer programs; describe online or at the library. There is a build'mg
H omePort Programs· assist with the link from the library's website (www.
Thi s PG-rated
completion of tax and fuel assistance p(!rtland.lib.me.us).
movie is told from
apphcations; an1 provide inf9rm~tion
Kill-A-Watt Campaign
the bears' point of
on a vanety of island orgamzauons,
E fficiency M aine has launched
An orphaned
businesses, and services. We thank a campaign to help people save view.
bear cub is befriended

ATTHE GEM GALLERY

POR T LAND
RECREATION
PEAKS ISLAND
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(CHECK-IN, cont.}

ATTHEBRACKETTCHURCH
like to join, or if you have questions

Holy \.Veek:
about the program P,leasc call Howard
Palm Sunday, A pri I 5, 10 :00 a nd C:r.nthia-Pedhkin at 766-0067.

worship service
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Earth Day April25

The cold windy weather is here and

Maundy Thursday/ Good Friday some of us do not get out every day.

Observauon, Thursday, April 9, 7:0U The line is a way to'keep in touch and
p.m.
· let us know you arc okay.
Easter Sund ay, April 12:
Ecumenicaf Sunrise Service,
Whaleback Sunday, 5:30 a.m.
Pancake Breakfast at the fellowship
hall, free and <>i><:n to all 6:00 a.m.
Easter Sunday Worship, 10 a.m.

BY CYNTHIA COLE

Community Garden
Update

Wecklv Activities:
* \ •Vorship, Sunday 10 a.m., includes
childcare and Sunday School.
• Children's Choir - Most Tuesdays,
2:40-3:lS_p.m., call Mavourneen for
details 89\r-0108.
* Lent Study Group, Thursdays 6
p.m.
'\Vednesday Thrift Boutique 3:00
- 5:00 p.m. at the church fenowship
hall.
Scripture Stud)'. Groups,
Wednesdfil'S 10 am and 7 pm.
•Ta ize Prayer Service - Thursday
Evenings - 7 p.m. Join us for
contemplative1 low-key worship with
can~lclight, silence, _pray~rs, gentle
mus,~ ancl ecumenicarreaclmgs.
• rrayer Shawl Ministry Thursd,!YS, 1-3 p.m. at the Church
Office/Parson,ige, 9 Church Street,
call Ann 766-2636 or Rebecca 7663017 for more information.

The City of Portland's 'Health

& Recreation' Committee gave

the go-abead for city staff to work
on community g_arden projects for
Deering Center, l{iverton and Peaks
Island. A necessary_shot in the arm to
mobilize the PICG initiative, Peaks
Cafe wi ll play host roan informal
"launch" party/meeting on Monday,
April 13th at opm. A cnance to rally
a nd unify interested gardeners, this
will be an occasion to implement
plans, share ideas and suggestions, to
fiela" guestions and to possibly sign
up for plots.
At present, the fate of the project Images ofclothlines hung outSido the library on Peaks Island during last year's Barth
depends on approval by the Pea ks Oay celebration, sent in by residents who opted not to use thei.r dryers in support of
Island Council and concurrentlY. the greener lifestyles.
photo by Lavi11ia D,mos
establishment of an 'umbrella' island
non-profit as stewards or holders of
•pollution of air, water and soil;
Earth Day began in 1970 when
the garden lease.
•protecting animal and plant life, and
Realizing soil conditioning and the Senator Gaylord Nelson asked Denn is
construction of fencinp; remains a n Hayes, a Harvard graduate stude nt water systems.
fu>ecial Events:
Upen Mic and D essert Nite , attainable objective for tlie summer.
interested in solar energy, to become the
Over the years, Peaks Island has had
April 17, Friday, 7:30 p.m. Bring your
national coordinator for the event. The a number of Earth Day activities. In
stones, your mus,c, your poetry and
first Earth Dav organizers in different recent years, Peaks Environment al
your apP.etites and enjoy_a fun-filled
cities protested' against air pollution, oil Action Team has organized "Clean
evening) Contact Bill H inderer for WEIGHTTRAINING
spills, vanishing wilderness, DDT, lead Peaks" activities, collecting bottles and
more inlo 766-2636.
poisoning, and many other problems. cans or 0other trash along roads and
Brackett Memorial United Mondays and Thursdays fro m But Eartb Day was in effect a huge public paths.
Methodist C hurch, 9 Church Street,
This year PEAT will observe Earth
town meeting, asserting that there is
Peaks Island, Maine. Pastor: R ev. 5 pm to 6 pm in the Community more to the American Dream than ever- Day o n Saturday, April 25, with a
Desi L arson; 207 766 5013; www. Room. We use simple ankle and increasing consun_:i.ption.
varietr of activities. Compost bhis will
brackettmumc.org
hand weights for strength t raining
Accordlng to Dennis Hayes, Earth be solo down front. The Gem Gallery
a nd to encourage strong bones. Day launched the modern environmental may display new island recycling bins
movement, and today is celebrated in that have ~en decorated by local artists.
FRIENDS OFTEIANEWS Call R h onda (2483) for more many
d ifferent countries. There is on- Appropriate movies will be shown,
information.
going
concern for the earth's natural clot11es lines will be in full use instead
While it is snowy_and chill( during
systems which people are using in ways of dryers, the school may have special
these months the.Friends o TEIA:,
harmful to the rlanct. Some cu rrent environmental projects, and books and
thinking of summer are planning for
magazine articles will be available for
major
issues include:
their ninth season of offering summer
•overuse of fossil fuels, leading to interested people at the Community
"camperships" to the children of NEW HEALTH CLINIC
atmospheric pollution and climate Center. In add ition, the community
Peaks Island who want to attend the
garden projcttwill be wweiled.
change;
club's sailing, tennis and kid's camp PERSONNEL
•waste and recycling;
programs.
l n the past three years we have seen
ou r "camperships" increase from
19 to 31 to 45 in 20 08 . These 45
chilqren totally enjoyed the saili ng,
tennis and the ku:fs cam_p programs
they were enrolled in. Chll'dren who
arc year long residents on the island
may participate with a campership
in any program of their choice. The
responses we have received from
arents whose children attended
hrough the years have been
overwlielmingly positive, appreciative
and thankful.
P arents please t hink about these
opportunities for your children this
'09 summer and be ready _to sign up
in April after vacation. ·You will be
able fo obtain re_gistration forms at the
Peaks Island Scnool.
GilhPrt,
mily
se 'P'ractitione
Anyone interested in supporting
this worthwhile endeavor either
~<;rine ~(erLis a. ner sta
i?Y volun teerin_g or contributing membtr ~ .t~.e Pe.iks sland
financially shou@ contact Stephanie rie~th
Ii
who e a
Cast le at ualights99@aol.com or }VO · ng t e 't~e9nesdav. stiff
arch . 5
1s a ti
r
Barbara Hoppin at bahoppin@aol. n
~e-ft car~ provider at IKtc~cA
com. From Melissa Conrad
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and as been a Q. on.-~1te and

PEAKS CHECK-IN LINE ocq1pa~·ooalBhealth care
The telephone check-in line at 7660 067 is now in service~ designed for
those who live alone, tor tliosc who
have recently had medical issues or
surgery and for those who are housebound for any reason. Every morning
between 7 am and 10 am participants
call the answering maci'une to leave
their name and let us know all is well.
If we do not hear from t hem by 10
am then we call to ensure theJI are al I
right. For thosewhocannotcallus, we
will be happy to call you. If you would

r v1<1er o LL ca .
P8ne o .t~e.gregt t'liing~ ab9~t
her SefttC~ f'S' t .l\ta She' IS ab I;
to w r w
c 11 re as we 11
iis aa>u ts. ~ e spe~iaflzes alsQ
1n occuit}o na therapy and
w.oi;nens ea t .
lheP
sand
hC 'nic
is Q~l}d
and·
.t<r1 afue~aii~Jnes·~IY,$
s ro .a.m. tQ :3U
.m..; lQca e ata Centr LI e.
1 Pea.ks s a n
xt to t
ay
enior ~enter. 1\hone

~f-~?~.

The Secret Lobster Count ofPeaks Island
For seven years Steve and Lynne Richard have counted lobsters
fur the Maine lobster conservancy in an effortS to protect
fisheries in the GulfofMaine. For nine months a year during the
lowest tides ofeach month, they head to tbeshoreand peak under
rocks. See what they find in May.
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Come f0t a awesome s,ay or tour
13 Eigh1h Mame Ave.. Peoks Wand, ME 04 108 off Pcr1ltnd
(207)766-5086 • www.eighdunaino.com
tigh!hmainellost@att.net
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New Construction

Covering 7 Casco Bay Islands
Available onllne at
www.phonebookpubllshlng.com,
and The Boathouse/Long Island,
HannJgan's Island Market and
GBM Gallery/Peaks. F?.!I or
wholesale opportunities
call 766·5997.

Carpenter
591 Island Avenue Peaks Island, ME 04108
(207) 766-2026
Jkiely1@maine.rr.com

C(lilfW. CA#IP8ffltV
l(JTQIM/ IATI-tl
~ L, NPAIR
INlVIIOR I IXT'ERIOR

~CAMP~

Boord and Training

I

fll«:SH CNIPl!NTIQ'

OOO!U J WHX:INS

IWlflltltAllt ,b.
PtA.M$IPOlWtThlO

Weidemann

Operant conditioning,
positive reinforcement

CarpentrylLC

207-766-2390

766-3030

For more in fo :

Adam Weidemann

www.wholedogcomp.com

I· ..,

Renovation

John Kiely
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Langella Construction
and Painting Company

\

CAU FOR CURRE NT

Carpentry -

Interior/Exterior Painting

Michael
---'
Langella~

S(H EOULE O F CLASSES

766.3017

382 Pleasant Ave.
Peaks Island, Maine

AlSOOfFERIN G,
PRIVATC YOGA l(SSON S

PARTNER YOGA

(207) 766-3067 {home)

H EALING TOUCH

(207) 632-8229 (cell)

SOURCE YOUR CON T EN T MENT FROM WITHIN

www.pondcovepaint.com

flfth Maint Rtgimtnl Muscmm

45 Stashorc Ar111ut
P.O. &,x41
Ptakf Jslattd, Maint 04108

Take a Peak
Free Delivery
to the Boat

A Museum of t.'hil War & Peaks bland History
Open M£morial Day thru Columbus Oay

director@nruuna1nemusa:ant.org
www.flfthmainemll~m.org

207-766-JJ:10

30$ Comm•rc.ol Ptld ............. a14.0937
l oSlff'ff ,_., .... .,,.__, ...,.1,888·S<l1 · 3815
fmoil.. ,.•_ ...•.•- ... poncka,.t@1.ahiD1-o.com

CARPENTER

FOR HIRE
NAILS

HARBORVJeWPRO/IERnes

SALON

&

RHONDA BERG
A11oti6U Bro ..u

NAILS ~ HAIR. · WAXIN G
GIFT CEKTIFICATESAVAILABLE • FREE EASY PARKING

The months of Se-pc.mW & <xcokr, ..

• T~ay. Sl8 H;lnk\re &, Pedicure
• Pany of ktvr 'f)«laf lOX off

207.773.7999

OPEN Mon-.Sat 9 a.m,7p.m 290 Cong,...• St
(Nttt co AAe Nd Phormocy <n rht bottoM o( Mu.r,oy Hil}

RE8(((A IOHANNA STEPHANS

Macey Orme
766· 5909

Peaks Island Baptist Church

=

PEG ASTARITA

ww w .peqspotsetc .com

YOGA TlA(lilt • ,..,_,,..INl N<YfM Y

llVING l OV(

COUPLES YOGA
(RlATIVE WEODINGS
COMMITMENT <ER(M.ONIES

IIAPPYEASTER

l07 . 776.H47

Sunday School: 10 AM Worship: 11 AM
Wcdne-,day Prayer Meeting: 7 PM
766-3037

'

CERAMICS

Peg f Pdts, etc. ~1~;:;
207-766-5997 astar11a@ma1nerr.com
51 Woods Road. Peal<s Island. ME 04108

SUBSCRIPTlON FORM:To subscribe to 1be Island Times, please fill ou1 this form and send
with a check for $2S to Island Times, 120 Brackett Ave, Peaks Island, ME, 04108
NAME:_ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _STATE:_ _ZIPCODE:_ _ _ __
PHONE:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E-MAIL:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

EAN KAMP
House Paint ing
Interior & Exterior
P.O. Box63
Peaks Island. Maine 04108

Cell: 653-7042
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The (dying) art ofbuilding lobster traps
STORY & PHOTOS BY KEVIN A TTRA

"Mystery of lobster traps solved:
here it is, man," says Pete Mavo, a
Peaks Island fisherman who's been
catching lobsters since he was a child.
In February he was in the middle of
building a6out 25 new traps for the
spring season, and led me through
tbe snow to his small workshop so I
could see how it's done. "I'd ratfler be
painting," he said.
The traps are all fat wire mesh - 10
p;augc and 12 gauge steel - encased in
Thiel< green_piast1c. "They've p;ot to
be rugged." Pete said that as a Rid he
used fo build wooden ones, and then
pointed out some pine t raps in the
comer. "I make those for the tourists."
"It's a dying_ art," he said.
Ir may·be o ying but it isn't cheap.
To build his traps, Pete uses some
vcrr. impressive, ver).'. professional
ectuipment worth a few thousand
all told, although he saJ•s "] doub t
i fl have $2000 mvcstecf in the trap
buiding process". He estimated that
each trap costs at least $35 to bui Id,
"and we re not even talking about the
heat for the shop".
"I built those 25 for somethi ng to
do," he told me later. "It's not a large
number to build. When fson) Chns
went with me I'd bui ld
to 150

each winter.1:1

loo

A few years ago traps like his would
sell for S55 in town. "Nor now," he
said. "Demand sucks. They laid
everybody off at Portland Trap except
for the rwo guys that basically are tlie
co-managers.

As Pete will tell you, scratching your
head is an important s tep in bu ifding a
good trap.

wire helps him easily identifv his traps
if they_ happen to wand~r aw'ay.
For instance, one winter someone
thought a co~ple of his traps were on
a pier in Portfand. "I started digg_ing
around in the snow bank and thelirst
thing I saw were yellow brick cages.
I thought 'With all this snow, Tm
that lupcy?' and sure enough it was a
P.air of mine. Somebody had brought
them m."
He said most of the lobster fishers
he knows in the bay help each other
out like rhar. "You gotta take care of
each o ther. This is abard business."
Pete worked very carefully on the
trap he built for my benefit, often
stopP.ing to reconsider whar he
was cloing before committing to it;
although no misrake would have been
irrevocable un less he cut an opening
in the wrong place. But he said even
that has hapJ?Cncd. "Every once in a
while the qualiryconrrol man goes for
a small break," lie said.
Pere Mayo heads in,o his workshop to gcr srarrcd building traps, while his dog Rosie
"As soon as l'm done with this
heads back to the warm house.
I'm going to sta rt painting buoys."
Pointing to four b1ank Styrofoam
"Everything's CXJ?Cnsivet" he added. he attached a net, called a head, J>iugs hanging in the comer he said
"You /on't Reep half o what you wh ich directs the lobsters inside. l:her,were iiJl lie had left from last year.
make.
"I _could !each you to knit heads in 15 He 11 need to get 250 to 300 ready t his
\Vhile we talked, he assembled a nunutes.
season.
trap from pieces he'd already cut and
Herc's how it works. As more
When the trap was finished, he put
bent. F irst he assembled the cage and more lobsters enter the kitchen it outside on a stack of new ones piJ,ng
itself, which is a 1-foot b_y 2-foot 6y to feed the ones al ready inside up in the snow, and said "Just buy a
3-foot rectangu lar box, divided into will back away and end UP. passing bait bag and fire it in there, and well
two sections called the parlor and the through another head into the P.arlor be in business."
kitchen. Then he cut various openings section. "Then thefre [done for],"
,nro the cage.
said Pete. "They don t get out
Some would serve as escape holes of that."
for t he lobs ters in case the trap is
Rather than fight, lobsters
aba ndoned or lost, and their size is prefer to get away from
st rictly regulated. A special cover each other. "You can put
is a lso attached using soft metal seven of them in there and
fasteners that quickly corrode in salt leave them for two weeks
water so it will release underwater.
they won't have killed each
lo the oak traps he built when he other," he says, "except for
was _young, the escape holes were mom masi tas [females1.
1 112 inclies wide, he said, "because They kill everything." He
we wanted the smaller lobsters to get thinks female aggression is a
out. I think you catch more. Little survival mccha01sm for the
ones get out, so it gives them an extra species._"They've got _the next
chance." Later the size increased to generation on theu tail.
1 3/4 inches.
As a final 10uch, Pete wires
Back then it was simply an l!Kreed a few bricks into the trap Pete srrerches a net, called a head, across the
upon_pracuce - rhere was no tormal using yellow coated w ire "kitchen'' where the lobster bait is placed. "In
law. But today it's a law, and the instead of green. The bricks the old days I would never tie them like this,''
re_quircd _opening is now almost keep t he cages from being he says. "In the old days there were so many
2 inches w,cfe.
tossed arouno by storms ana sea urchins they'd ch afe these heads out. Drive
He also cur a large opening in tides, and since no one else you crazy. I mean there'd be 200 or 300. Bu,
the kitchen side of fhe trap wliere in the area uses it, the yellow there aren't any sea urchins today.''

Plante's barges stand in for
Machigonne II

One of me Lionel Plance barges bellies up ro ,he ramp ro discharge a lone car ar its
Peaks Jsland facility. Casco Bay Lines conrracred with Planres ,o provide car ferry
service srarting March 16 while the Machigonne II is inspecred by the Coast Guard.
Since it will be out ofme water the huU wilf also ge, a new paintjob. She is ten,atively
scheduled to be back in service April J3,
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New group looks at affordable
liousingin Casco Bay
BY JOHN FORTGORGES

An o rga nization, calling_ itself
simply the Peaks Island G roup,
h eld ns first meeting Thursday,
Marc.h 15, to discuss tne shri nking
world economy, diminis h i ng
n atural resources, and funny
acronyms . Based on a s t ud y
released by Exxon-Valdez last
month showing that heating oil
i mproves the weather resis tance
of earth in extreme1J cold regions
of the pla net, the Group decided
t o start a green construction
company, ustng oil soaked mud
from t he Casco Bay region to build
adobe houses.
They formed a subcommittee
cal led F iscal Ecology and
Environmental Technology to
look into how the project m ight
q ua lify as afford able housing.
Some members thought dredg_ing
operations in Portfand harbor
would turn up a lot of free raw
material.

In the meantime plans were made
to build a secondary outhouse
down front in a pilot study using
soil excavated durin_g construction
of t he Inn on Peaks Island.
Gro up member Cloe BelleWarming said the US FDA h as
allegedly proved the use of fuel
oil as a soi . amendment, "so long
as it is first held in storage for five
years t o let all the carcinogenic
properties dissipate, or percolate,
or something." However, a sou rce
at FDA admitted that color, odor,
toxicity and radioactivity had not
been included in the study. He did
say that most stains will come out
with dishwashing dete.rgent.
Calls to the Maine Department
of Environmental Protection
were never made by press
t ime. For further information
on the Peaks Island Group
subcommittee, visit their website at

af

www.PIG-FEET.org.

